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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning 

Nyckelord: Svetsning; Utmattning; Svetsprocedurer; Svetskrav 

Att utveckla svetsprocedurer och göra dem bättre och billigare borde vara det 

som varje svetsande företag jobbar med dagligen för att kunna förbättra sin 

konkurrenskraft. För att lyckas med detta krävs att definitionen för en bra svets 

tydliggörs. En bra svets anses ofta vara snygg, men det är inte säkert att en 

snyggare svets ökar konkurrenskraften eller värdet av produkten. Denna 

avhandling beskriver ur ett holistiskt perspektiv hur tillverkningen av svetsade 

strukturer utsatta för utmattning kan förbättras för framtiden. Utgångspunkten 

är att en bra svets i framtiden skapar mer värde genom att kunna erbjuda en 

sänkt kostnad, ökad livslängd eller högre lastkapacitet. 

För att öka lastkapaciteten för en konstruktion eller en svets handlar det om att 

förbättra kraftflödet genom svetsen, sänka spänningsnivån och den geometriska 

spänningskoncentrationen. Med moderna FEA-verktyg är detta relativt enkelt 

att se, men verktygen och incitamenten för att prioritera dessa krav på ritningen 

är idag näst intill obetydliga. Följaktligen används samma svetskrav och samma 

svetsprocedurer oavsett lastfall i hög omfattning. Detta ger en stor potential att 

förbättra livslängden med anpassade svetsprocedurer. En viktig slutsats gällande 

anpassade svetsprocedurer med tillhörande krav handlar om att prioritera det 

som är viktigt och att prioritera bort det som inte är viktigt. Det är svårt att 

producera svetsar som har goda egenskaper överallt och i praktiken finns ett 

motsatsförhållande mellan bra egenskaper i svetstån och en bra inträngning i 

roten. För att nå en djup inträngning ska ljusbågen ha en hög energidensitet och 

för att skapa mjuka övergångar ska den vara mycket lägre, jämför med 

lasersvetsning jämfört med TIG. I de fall då både roten och svetstån kan vara 

kritisk kan det istället rekomenderas att lägga två strängar, en med fokus på 

roten, följt av en med fokus på svetstån. Dessa två svetstyper kompletteras av en 

lågkostnadssvets att använda för svetsar som inte utsätts för några högre laster.  

Den påvisade potentialen med ett förändrat fokus och anpassade 

svetsprocedurer kan användas på olika sätt. Det enklaste sättet är att se över 

dagens produkter, sänka svetskrav och svetsstorklekar i områden där de är 

kraftigt överdimensionerade. Här finns en identifierad potential att ta bort ca 

30 % av svetsningen. Ett annat angreppsätt är att identifiera de kritiska 

punkterna, applicera förbättrade svetprocedurer lokalt och öka lastkapaciteten 

med ca 25 %. Genom att både höja kvaliteten i kritiska punkter och sänka 

kraven i lågt påkända områden kan i princip båda dessa vinster erhållas 

samtidigt. I teorin är detta relativt enkla förändringar men i praktiken är det en 

stor utmaning att genomföra. Resultaten visar att svetsstandarder och 
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kvalitetsnivåer behöver uppdateras liksom dimensioneringsregler, då de inte är 

anpassade efter svetsar med en hög utmattningsstyrka. En stor utmaning är att 

implementera ett nytt arbetssätt där svetsar specificeras och produceras med nya 

krav och olika kvalitetsnivåer. Om inte kraven ändras kan inte svetsningen 

ändras och om bara kraven ändras sker inga förbättringar.  

Genom denna utveckling kommer relevansen i konstruktuion, beräkning, 

produktion och i kvalitetskontroller att öka. Dimensioneringsunderlagen 

förbättras och det är lättare att fastställa livslängden. Nya förbättrade svetskrav 

kan också bidra till att öka utmattningsstyrkan och skapa en diffrentiering 

mellan accepterade och underkända svetsar. För svetsar med en kritisk rot 

svetsade enligt en bestämd procedurer har forskningen visat att en underkänd 

och en accepterad svets, kopplat mot dess a-mått, i medel har ungefär samma 

utmattningsegenskaper. Om en kälsvets specificeras utifrån dess kateter, istället 

för dess a-mått, kan sannolikheten för att en godkänd svets har en 

spaltinträngning mindre än 2 mm sjunka från ca 20 % till under 5 %. Samtidigt 

erhålls en situation där en godkänd svets i snitt har 1 mm djupare inträngning än 

en underkänd svets, istället för att jämbördig.  

Sammanfattningsvis visar resultaten i avhandlingen på en stor 

förbättringspotenital för sänkt vikt, ökad last, minskad produktionskostnad och 

ökad produktivitet för svetsade strukturer med utmattningslast. Det är också här 

som det industriella värdet av avhandlingen ligger. Ur en akademisk synvinkel 

ligger värdet i de presenterade principerna för att uppnå en ökad livslängd och 

att fortsätta den utvecklingen av dem med tillhörande kontrollparametrar som 

säkerställer de förväntade utmattningsegenskaperna. En viktig roll för akademin 

är att bidra till ett vetenskapligt regelverk för svetsar av hög kvaliet med en tydlig 

koppling till dess livslängd. Detta kan sedan användas för att dimensionera 

svetsade konstruktioner med en lägre vikt. Nyckeln är att ta fram nya guidelines 

och krav baserat på de svetsprocedurer som ger utmärkta egenskaper istället för 

nuläget då hela systemet bygger på svetsprocedurer framtagna utan någon 

koppling till utmattning.  
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Abstract 

Title:  A Framework for optimised welding of fatigue loaded 
structures – Applied to gas metal arc welding of fillet 
welds 

Keywords: GMAW; Fatigue; Welding procedures; Fillet welds; Weld quality  

ISBN:  Printed: 978-91-87531-26-2 Electronic: 978-91-87531-27-9  

Welding is a key process for heavy steel structures, but it is also a weak link in 

the structure since fatigue fractures in welds are a common cause of failure. This 

thesis proposes several changes in order to improve the fatigue properties in a 

cost effective way, enabling reduced weight and reduced cost of welded 

structures. The main idea is to adapt the weld requirements and welding 

procedures to the load conditions of the weld. This approach ensures that the 

main focus in the welding process is the critical characteristics of the welds 

fatigue life properties. The fatigue life critical properties are most often related 

to the geometrical factors of the weld such as the radius at the weld toe or the 

penetration in the root. 

The thesis describes a holistic view of the subject and covers fatigue, weld 

quality, weld requirements and welding procedures. It becomes evident that the 

traditional way of working without a direct connection to fatigue is not the best. 

With an adaptation to the load conditions and fatigue, it is possible to enhance 

the fatigue life and reduce the welding cost. The main challenge is to connect 

the welding process, weld requirements and fatigue life properties. It is needed 

for an optimised welding process of heavy structures subjected to fatigue and to 

get a predictable fatigue life. Welds optimised for enhanced fatigue life 

properties are not necessary accepted according to the requirements in a current 

standard. 

Several welding procedures are proposed for improving the fatigue life 

properties of the weld, which indicate a high potential for enhanced fatigue life 

of fillet welds. The idea is to replace the “standard” fillet weld with three 

different weld types: (i) Welds with deep penetration, (ii) Welds with large weld 

toe radius and (iii) Welds produced with low cost. Together with customised 

requirements and reduced over-welding there is a vast potential for reduced 

weight, reduced cost and increased productivity.  

The main contribution of this thesis work is the cross-functional studies 

including design, analysis, production and quality control. This gives a 

framework for improvements supporting reduced cost and reduced weight of 
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welded structures without reducing the fatigue strength. Many shortcomings 

have been highlighted to change the welding from a state where welds are done 

in a way as they “always” have, by tradition, to a more contemporary situation 

where weld requirements and welding procedures are actively chosen to match 

the load conditions of the weld. This result in requirements and welding 

procedures which actually are connected to the fatigue properties as defined by 

the loading conditions, and where auditors with high probability can say that an 

accepted weld actually is better than a rejected weld.  
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Fundamental Concepts Used in the Thesis 

The main focus of this thesis relates to fillet welds and their fatigue life. In 

Figure A a typical fillet weld is shown with some characteristics of the weld 

geometry which affects the weld fatigue life properties. 

Throat thickness, a Height of the largest isosceles triangle in the fillet 

weld 

Weld toe  Transition between weld material and base plate 

Weld toe radius, r Radius of the weld toe 

Weld root Back of the weld were the weld and root gap 

intersect 

Weld penetration, i Depth of penetration in the gap of a fillet weld 

Root Crack  The unfused part at the root side of the weld 

Leg length Length from the weld toe to the intersection 

between base plates 

Fatigue life Number of cycles to failure when subjected to a 

specific load 

Fatigue strength Allowable stress range for 2E6 cycles 

  

Figure A: A typical fillet weld with significant definitions of this work. 
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1 Introduction 

Gas Metal Arc Welding, GMAW, is a key process for joining in the 

manufacturing industry of heavy steel structures. For many applications like 

construction equipment, bridges and pressure vessels, fatigue is the most 

common cause of failures and the fatigue cracks most often starts in connection 

to a weld. Built in root defects and weld discontinuities all risk to enhance the 

crack propagation rate due to the high-stress concentration that is typical in the 

weld. The challenge for the future is to have welds without defects and with 

reduced stress concentration. Increased payload, material savings, reduced 

cutting and welding cost, and reduced fuel consumption are some sources for 

potential savings (Marquis and Samuelsson, 2005). 

To meet the challenge of reaching an increased weld quality, a cross-functional 

approach is necessary to involve the relation between welding, material and 

fatigue. Unfortunately, most research found in literature is not cross functional. 

High-tech welding machines and advanced steels are available, but without in-

depth knowledge of fatigue and the load conditions of the weld, it is of little 

value to use them compared to traditional equipment and mild steel. 

The approach in this research is to find out best practice for different joints and 

different load conditions. The approach motivated by the fact that the “weld 

quality” is determined by the loading that the weld should carry. Figure 1 shows 

different loading conditions for a T–joint indicated by arrows. The separated 

load conditions all require different features of the weld. With this approach, a 

good weld is any weld that can carry the load it is intended to carry during the 

entire life of the structure (Miller, 1997).  

 

Figure 1: A T-joint under different loading conditions as indicated by the arrows, F3 is 
a non-load carrying weld while F1 and Q2 are load carrying welds. 
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A main challenge is to define necessary and sufficient requirements which are 

relevant to the purpose of the weld and support the welders to produce as good 

welds as possible for the application. The requirements in the welding standards 

today, such as ISO 5817, permit limited possibilities to specify essential features 

of the weld. The situation is that the main part of the specified requirements has 

no or limited correlation to the fatigue life for a certain load condition.  

Weld requirements are set and used to enable communication between welders 

and auditors if the welds are produced according to good workmanship (A. F. 

Hobbacher, 2009). Studies show however a fragile relation between weld 

requirements and fatigue life properties (Karlsson and Lenander, 2005). The 

problem is illustrated in Figure 2. It depicts a situation where structures welded 

according to a standard have unclear fatigue properties and where welds 

optimized for enhanced fatigue life properties may not be approved by the 

welding standard. Fulfilment of all demands in the standard, meaning that 

critical and non-critical properties of the weld are treated in the same way, result 

in unnecessary high production cost and mediocre fatigue life properties. 

  

Figure 2: Traditionally weld requirements and welding procedures have been 
developed together according to good workmanship without consideration of fatigue 

life properties. 

 Objective 1.1
The purpose of the research work presented here is to explore and develop the 

possibilities to offer an extended fatigue life of welded structures. The first 

motivation is to improve the fatigue properties of the welds, which can result in 

reduced weight or increased payload promoting a reduced fuel consumption. 

The second motivation is to reduce the fabrication cost due to the reduction of 

weld metal weight and welding time, giving possibilities to increase the 

production volume without additional investments.   
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The gained knowledge aims to inspire for more research within welding of 

fatigue loaded structures and to improve the competitiveness for welding 

industries which adapt to the presented framework.  

 Research Questions  1.2
The first research question addressed in this work is:  

RQ1: How to weld cost effective fatigue optimised structures with high-quality welds in heavy 

vehicle industry? 

This question has been valid throughout the whole Ph.D. work. The number of 

answers has increased, and every new answer has given a number of new sub-

questions. In general, the work has evolved in a loop, as shown in Figure 3, 

starting with the question: How could this be improved? The work started at a 

detailed level related to the welding parameters but has then been expanded to 

cover changes in design guidelines and welding standards. This is showing the 

need for cross-functional work to reduce both cost and weight of welded 

structures. It is visualised in Figure 4 with a spiral going upwards. It is worth to 

remember that this research area is complex and requires a holistic approach 

since many of the questions and problems are more related to people and 

systems rather than technical issues and solutions.  

The research is concluded by answering the second research question:  

RQ2: Which potential are present to reduce weight and cost in the welding of fatigue loaded 

structures?  

 

Figure 3: General loop for the research for an improved welding of fatigue loaded 
structures. 

 

 

How could this 
be improved? 

Do like this 

(Implement) 
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Figure 4: Research questions for the thesis in an upward spiral. 

 Methodological Approach  1.3
This research combines a theoretical and a practical approach in academia and 

in industry. Literature studies are coupled with practical experiments and case 

studies in order to find and create new knowledge related to welding of fatigue 

loaded structures. Valuable input has come from colleagues, researchers and 

master thesis students. 

A logical start was to identify best practice in the literature about the connection 

between the welding procedures and fatigue life properties of the weldments. At 

the same time, quantitative experimental studies were performed to find a 

correlation between the weld parameters such as arc voltage and welding current 

and the cross section geometry of the weld. The results showed a large scatter in 

the process for several output factors such as weld penetration, i, and throat 

thickness, a, and some conclusions were made that these parameters are only a 

part of the solution in order to optimise the welding procedures for fatigue.  

How to produce welds with 

improved fatigue properties? 

 

How can these welds be 

implemented in the heavy 

vehicle industry? 

 

Which welding 

requirements will give 

improved fatigue properties? 

 

Which fatigue properties 

can be guaranteed?  

 

Is it possible to utilise 

high-quality welds with 

current design rules? 

 

Which variation is 

expected within welding? 

 

How can high-quality welds 

enable reduced weight? 

 

How does the variation 

affect the design rules? 

 

RQ2: Which potential are present to reduce weight 

and cost in the welding of fatigue loaded structures? 

 Which economical 

potential is given by 

these improvements? 

 

Which potential for 

weight reduction is given 

by these improvements? 

 

RQ1: How to weld cost effective fatigue optimized structures 

with high quality welds in heavy vehicle industry? 
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A search for literature references showing a correlation between weld 

parameters and fatigue life properties gave little information, most literature just 

describe the fatigue properties of normal or good quality welds but lack a 

description of both the welding process itself and a definition of weld quality.  

Amazed of this white spot regarding welding procedures for improved fatigue 

properties, the questions were raised at a meeting with TWI in England. “How 

should I weld to get maximum fatigue life from the joint?” The answers were 

not satisfying; the impression was that it is impossible to affect the fatigue life in 

the as-welded condition. A theory which is supported from the International 

Institute of Welding, IIW, were guidelines created for different processes rather 

than the quality levels. Improvement methods are then the only solution for 

enhancement of fatigue life according to these guidelines.  

To find out if welding procedures for fatigue were missing or if they just not are 

documented in the literature, a case study was designed were suppliers of 

welding- consumables, -equipment, -shielding gas and know-how were asked to 

propose a welding procedure in order to get maximum fatigue life of a non-load 

carrying T-joint. The companies are supporting thousands of weld shops 

worldwide, implying that if welding procedures for fatigue are used within the 

industry anywhere, they would be aware of it.  

It became apparent that welding procedures for an improved fatigue life of the 

weld toe or the weld root cannot be found, it has to be developed. To be 

prepared and to know what actually to optimise towards the literature studies 

were expanded to find knowledge regarding weld pool physics and the fatigue 

crack mechanism. Welding procedures were then experimentally developed 

individually for an extensive penetration in the root and a large weld toe radius.  

With welding procedures for enhanced fatigue properties in hand, the next step 

was to analyse the way of working to make it possible to implement and utilise 

the findings in practice. Available design guidelines and welding standards do 

not support high-quality welds with improved properties resulting in a situation 

where many welds with excellent fatigue properties are rejected. Alternative 

acceptance criteria were developed and evaluated contributing to the solving of 

some of these problems and also give the quality control of welds an increased 

validity.  

The variation in weld quality and fatigue life was also analysed. It became 

apparent that welding and fatigue life are no ordinary processes which easily 

could be evaluated and controlled by a normal distribution and six sigma tools. 

To always fulfil the weld requirements with the minimum values, require an 

excessive over-processing and an average quality more than one quality level 
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higher than specified. The variation in fatigue life is even larger. A fascinating 

finding was that the theoretical design values in fatigue life could vary up to 60 

times, related to how the analysis of the test data is performed. 

An important thing to remember is that the purpose of every weld is to deliver a 

service to meet the customer needs in a consistent way. The correlation between 

customer needs and e.g. design guidelines to the specified drawing requirements 

has been mapped, showing an improvement potential in the process. As it is 

today, welds can be rejected in the quality control, but due to miss-directed 

design requirements and an insufficient welding standard, the basic customer 

needs are still met. The opposite situation is when welds are accepted in the 

quality control but not good enough according to the customer needs. Hence, 

this is a problem which requires further research.  

 Delimitations 1.4
The research is limited to GMAW of fatigue loaded structures with 

predominately fillet welds. The research is limited to the spray arc mode. The 

typical steel grade used in the studies has a thickness of 10 mm and a yield limit 

of 355 MPa.  

 Main Contribution 1.5
The main contribution of this work is the cross-functional studies including 

design, analysis, production and quality control. This gives a framework 

supporting reduced cost and reduced weight of welded structures without 

reducing the fatigue strength. Many shortcomings have been highlighted to 

change the welding from a tradition where “welds have to be done in a way as 

they always have.” This is in contrast to a more contemporary situation where 

weld requirements and welding procedures are actively selected to match the 

purpose and load conditions of the weld. A situation where welding procedures 

and requirements are linked to support improved fatigue properties.  

Typically, design rules for welded structure are, if possible even more, 

conservative than the welding procedures. In the international welding 

community, rules are more or less set according to the worst case scenario of 

the critical factors. It relates to e.g. weld toe radiuses and cold laps which are not 

specified. The research has shown a potential to reach excellent fatigue 

properties with GMAW, similar to what can be achieved with improvement 

methods, making it easier and more cost effective to increase the quality and 

reduce the weight. From an academic perspective, it is challenging to continue 

the work of optimising the welding procedures in relation to fatigue properties, 
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and to define new design limits for the high-quality welds with e.g. the fatigue 

strength at 2E6 cycles (FAT- value) and slope for welds with undercuts. 

The “good workmanship weld” can be said to be a compromise between several 

requirements where the visual appearance is the most important. It means that 

the typical weld used within the welding industry is optimised neither for fatigue 

strength or welding cost. This highlights an essential challenge to the welding 

industry: to be able to, produce welds at different quality levels according to the 

purpose of the welded joint. This means welds with deep penetration welds with 

a large weld toe, or welds produced at a low cost. The potential of finding the 

optimal selection between these options is shown in this research work. 

An identified area for improvements is the ability to separate appropriate and 

inappropriate welds. It has been found that the difference in fatigue properties 

between accepted and rejected welds is low. Many of the welds and welding 

procedures, outside of the box of good workmanship, which can offer 

improved fatigue properties or reduced cost are not accepted according to the 

common requirements. In a study of 199 welds, the median equivalent throat 

thickness was better for the rejected welds according to ISO 5817 than the 

accepted. It gives the motivation to further develop the weld requirements to a 

situation where it is possible to say that accepted welds really are better than 

rejected welds. It is needed to define requirements that to a high degree control 

the fatigue properties of the weld. Possible change is to replace the throat 

thickness with separated leg length requirements that give a better control of the 

weld geometry and the weld penetration depth.  

 Thesis Outline 1.6
This introduction is followed by a Theoretical framework in Chapter 2 

presenting literature studies considering topics such GMAW, welding cost, 

fatigue and weld requirements. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the performed 

literature studies and experiments which have contributed to the results and the 

publications. The appended papers are introduced in Chapter 4 with a summary 

of each paper followed by a short description of the connection to the research 

questions.  

The results with corresponding discussions are presented Chapter 5. The most 

important conclusions are stated in Chapter 6 together with some proposals for 

future research. Finally references are listed in Chapter 7 before the appendix 

with the included papers of the thesis. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 

This chapter gives an extensive background of the research and an introduction 
to the areas which is needed to comprehend to develop the welding process in 
relation to fatigue. Figure 5 shows some of the most critical areas which are 
covered in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 5: Union of the corresponding topics to the research area.  

 Definition of Weld Quality 2.1

Welded joints are often the weakest part of many complex load-carrying 
structures, and the weld quality directly affects the structural integrity (Nykänen 
et al., 2005). It is not obvious how to characterise the parameters that affect the 
fatigue life of the structure. Björk et al. point out that: “Weld quality, like quality, 
in general, often is done by comparisons on a better-or-worse scale. This may work when to 
choose between alternatives, but to determine weld quality on a single product or a single weld is 
much more difficult. The reason is that genuine and unambiguous definitions of weld quality 
must be stated and agreed. Unfortunately are such definitions not agreed” (Björk et al., 
2008). The traditional welding procedures and acceptance limits for a weld has 
mainly evolved based on the expected weld quality from a skilled welder 
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(Gregory, 1992). This has resulted in what is considered as good workmanship, 

and the focus is on easily observed physical characteristics of the weld rather 

than the real effects on structural integrity (Marquis et al., 2006). In an 

evaluation of six international and national standards of welding quality criteria, 

it could be concluded that the requirements, in general, are created on 

workmanship rather than fatigue properties. One standard applies to fitness for 

purpose, but it is used for nuclear power plants and is not widespread (Shaw, 

2011). 

The major problem relates to the fact that a good looking weld often is a good 

weld, and a weld with a poor appearance, may or may not be a poor weld 

(Miller, 1997). In some cases, when the root is critical it is known that the 

welding procedures giving the best root properties do not give the best 

appearance. (Åstrand, 2015a).  

In practice on the work shop floor, a high-quality weld is most often the same as 

a good looking weld. Most people are using their eyes to make a judgement of 

the weld quality. However, the correlation between this “weld quality” and 

fatigue life is very low and eventually also harmful for the welding industry. It is 

common that the weld root is critical, but most efforts are made to fulfil throat 

thickness requirements and visual appearence of the weld. It typically gives over-

welding and a reduced welding speed. In order to determine the weld quality 

relating to fatigue life, it is essential to consider the load conditions and the 

purpose of the weld. A weld with excellent quality for one purpose can have 

inappropriate properties for another purpose which is shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: a) Welds with excellent properties for load carrying joints. b) Welds with 
inappropriate/harmful properties for non-load carrying joints. 

 Gas Metal Arc Welding 2.2

This section gives a background of the welding process and the welding 

parameters and the physics that affects the weld geometry. The aim is to show 

which parameters to adjust in order to get certain weld geometry and to explain 

the reason why.  
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GMAW is today the most used process within the industry with over 50 % of 

the deposited metal (TWI, 2013). The process could be divided into MIG- and 

MAG welding depending on the shielding gas used where MIG uses an inert gas 

such as argon or helium whereas MAG uses an active gas such as mixtures of 

argon, carbon dioxide, CO2, and oxygen (Weman, 2007). 

The process was first invented in the USA for Aluminium welding in 1949. 

During the 1950s, the process became popular also for welding of carbon steels 

using CO2 or Argon-CO2 gas mixtures (TWI, 2013). GMAW is well suited for 

mechanised welding using robots since it can continue for a long time without 

electrode changes (Weman, 2007). 

In the process, an electric arc is created between the workpiece and a 

consumable wire electrode, which is melting into a common weld pool. The 

weld pool is protected from the atmosphere by a constant flow of a shielding 

gas from a gas nozzle surrounding the wire. The wire, which is continuously fed 

forward, serves as both a heat source and a filler metal. In the welding torch, a 

contact tube of copper is used to transfer the welding current to the welding 

wire.  

The process has most often a positive charge on the wire and a power source 

with a constant voltage. The wire feed set the welding current since the current 

is adjusted to get a burn-off rate equals to the feed speed. This principle gives 

higher current for a short electrode stick-out since the preheating of the wire is 

lower. Depending on the application the sickout is set to values from 5 to 25 

mm. Sheilding gas mixtures and filler wire types and diameter (usually 0.6 -1.6 

mm) are selected depending on the application. 

2.2.1 Welding Parameters 

In GMAW different arc types, caused by the shielding gas mix, arc voltage and 

welding current, settings are created with various principles for metal transfer as 

shown in Figure 7. There are three primary metal transfer types: short circuiting, 

globular and spray arc (Iordachescu and Quintino, 2008).  

For short circuiting welding, the heat input is low, and this transfer mode is 

more suitable for thinner materials. The metal transfer is executed by a large 

droplet at the wire tip which grows and has a diameter bigger than the wire 

before it transfers to the weld pool. The sequence of droplet growth, short 

circuit and transfer can be repeated up to 200 times per second. If the current 

during the short circuit becomes too high, the process will cause an increase of 

spatter (Weman, 2007).    
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Figure 7: Metal transfer modes according to IIW commission XII. 

The globular metal transfer appears at low currents. In this transfer mode, big 

droplets are created, and gravity is the driving force for detachment into the 

weld pool (Iordachescu and Quintino, 2008).  

The spray arc mode is characterised by a metal transfer of small droplets with a 

diameter smaller than the wire diameter. Since no short circuits occur, the arc is 

stable with a smaller amount of spatter. To reach the spray arc mode the voltage 

and current must be greater than a certain level which gives a minimum level of 

heat input and the arc are thus most suitable for material thicknesses over 5 mm 

(Weman, 2007).  

Both globular and short arc transfer modes have low heat input which makes 

these processes suitable for thinner materials. However, lack of control of 

droplets and arc in the case of globular transfer due to low inductance in the 

short-circuiting bridge of molten metal, make these transfer types unsuitable for 

applications which require high-quality welds (Praveen et al., 2005).  

The spray arc mode is the one focused on in this research since the studied 

welds have a plate thickness around 10 mm in all applications. The main fine 

tuning parameter in order to get steady process for is the arc voltage. In general, 

the current determines the depth of penetration, and the voltage determines the 

width of the arc. But there is also a strong correlation between the parameters, 

and if the arc is very wide, the penetration will be shallow even if the current is 

high.  
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The welding consumable supplier ESAB has a Welding handbook online with 

hands-on information with the main factors for the weld geometry. They state 

that the welding current is the main factor for controlling weld penetration 

depth, a higher current level gives deeper penetration (ESAB, n.d.). This 

conclusion is also is supported by Mulligan, (2007). The current is determined 

mainly by the filler wire feed rate and secondary by the electrode stick out. 

Other welding parameters that influence the penetration depth is welding 

voltage and welding arc travel speed. The voltage should be optimised to create 

a stable arc as the penetration depth will be reduced if arc instability occurs. The 

arc travel speed also affects the penetration; if the speed is too high the heat 

input is low, and if the speed is too low the weld pool will be too large, and 

move in front of the arc which prevents penetration, and both these cases 

reduce the weld penetration depth (ESAB, n.d.). 

The travel angle in the welding direction (the angle relative to the torch in a 

perpendicular position) has an influence on the penetration depth that is even 

more significant than the effect from the arc voltage and arc travel speed. In 

general, backhand welding gives a deeper penetration up to an angle of 25 

degrees. Backhand welding means that the torch is positioned so that the filler 

wire is feeding opposite to the direction of arc travel. If the angle is greater, 

there is a risk for arc instability (ESAB, n.d.).  

Another factor that provides deeper penetration is the shielding gas 

composition. A gas mixture with an increased level of CO2, gives improved 

penetration. The CO2 does however not fully support the spray transfer mode 

when the level is greater than ~20-25 %. For gas mixtures with higher levels of 

CO2, a globular transfer mode is used, and the amount of spatter will increase 

together with the oxides on weld top.  

The filler wire diameter is finally a factor affecting the penetration depth; a 

smaller diameter gives a more concentrated arc and a fusion line that is deeper 

but not so wide. An interesting relation is that a higher deposition rate, with an 

increased wire feed speed, gives a deeper penetration meaning that it is possible 

to gain both quality and productivity for welds with a critical root side.  

2.2.2 Weld Pool Physics 

Welding is a multifaceted process, with many parameters affecting the result and 

with complex correlations between the different parameters. In this section 

parameters that affect the weld pool geometry and by that the weld penetration 

depth are discussed from a theoretical background.  
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In the GMAW process a consumable metal electrode is used which melts in the 

presence of heat from the electric arc. Droplets are expelled from the electrode 

and transferred to the base metal and contribute to a reinforcement of the weld. 

A part of the energy in the arc is thereby transferred by the droplets to the weld 

pool affecting the penetration depth. The momentum and the characteristics of 

the droplets determine the size, shape and depth of the penetration. In some 

cases, the momentum gives a narrow and deep penetration, especially when 

using argon with a small amount of oxygen as shielding gas (P. E. Murray and 

Scotti, 1999). 

There are different types of forces which affect the droplet transmission and 

fluid flow in the weld pool. For example electromagnetic forces, surface tension, 

thermal and/or solutal convection in the weld pool and plasma arc drag force. 

The welding process is much more complicated when a filler material is added 

creating transport phenomena in the weld pool (Wang and Tsai, 2001). Tello et 

al. have made a scheme over the different physical phenomena in the weld pool 

which is shown in Figure 8 (Tello et al., 2008).  

 

Figure 8: Scheme of how different physical phenomena are coupled in the weld pool 
from Tello et al., 2008. 

According to Weman, the most important forces are the electromagnetic fields 

and surface tension. Another important factor, especially at position welding, is 

the gravitation (Weman, 2007).  

Electromagnetic fields occur around every current carrying conductor. The 

current and the electromagnetic field provide forces that are pointed to the 

centre of the conductor. At lower currents or when CO2 is used as the shielding 

gas, the arc is slim and smaller than the electrode. This will concentrate the 
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current through this line, and the force will instead be pointed upward and 

slowing down the droplet transition, giving bigger droplets and a more shallow 

penetration. If instead a small electrode is used with high current (>400 A) and 

voltage a wider arc is created giving downward forces that move down small 

droplets of the electrode into the weld pool. This provides a stable spray 

transfer arc (Tello et al., 2008). 

The electromagnetic forces also affect the arc plasma. Because the electrode 

diameter is thin and the base plate is wide, the arc will get a bell-shaped 

configuration. The high pressure at the electrode tip where the current density is 

large gives a flow from the tip to the weld pool at the same time as new gas is 

drawn into the upper part of the arc. At high currents a jet force is created with 

a speed of hundreds of meters per second, this plasma current will give a 

pressure that makes a deflection of the surface of the weld pool (Weman, 2007). 

This effect is, however, small when the current is below 200 A (Wang and Tsai, 

2001). 

The surface tension tends to hold back the droplet transition at the weld 

electrode, where the dimension of the welding wire determines the size of the 

upward pointed surface tension force. This makes it easier to achieve a material 

transfer with small drops when a thinner electrode is used (Weman, 2007).  

Murray (Murray, 2002; P. E. Murray and Scotti, 1999) have developed a model 

for predicting the depth of penetration, in stainless steels, for bead on plate 

welds. The assumption is that there is a correlation between the heat- and mass 

transfer to the weld pool and the penetration. Heat transfer that was found to 

have the largest effect refers to the amount of energy in the arc mainly 

determined by the voltage and current. The mass transfer relates to the amount 

of melted electrode per second and the droplet size. Smaller droplets give 

increased mass transfer and thereby increased penetration. The correlation was 

also found for the weld width and the weld bead area where the heat transfer 

has an, even more, significant effect compared to the mass transfer.  The model 

for the depth of penetration for bead on plate, d, below the plate surface is 

presented in Equation 1. 

The limitations of the formula is not stated but from the basis of experimental 

data it is valid for GMAW of stainless steel using a shielding gas mix of 98 % Ar 

and 2 % O2  with a voltage from 17 to 35 V and a current from 96 to 390 A 

(Murray, 2002). The principle of heat and mass transfer as main factors for the 

penetration should be valid also for mild steels even if the level could vary 

between mild and stainless steels. 
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Equation 1: Model for the weld penetration, d, for a bead on plate weld (P. E. Murray 
and Scotti, 1999). 

𝑑 = 0,024 (
𝜌𝜋𝑈𝜃2

𝜓𝜂
)

1/3

(
𝑉𝐼

∆𝐻𝛼
)

2/3

(
𝛽

𝑆
)

1/3

        

ρ = Electrode density, 𝜃 = Electrode radius, U = Electrode speed, η = droplet 

radius, V= Voltage, I = Current, S = Weld speed  

Steel properties factors: 𝛽= 7.5 10-6 m2/s, ρ =8000 kg/m3 ΔH = 1.0x1010 J/m3 

and 𝜓 = 4.0x10-3 kg/ (m s) 

For an optimised penetration according to the theory in this section, a small 

wire diameter should be used since it provides a higher filler rate and deep 

penetration. The high deposition and smaller droplet size from the thinner 

diameter wire also gives a higher mass transfer contributing to the penetration 

according to Murray (Murray, 2002). The current and wire feed speed are 

significant factors for the penetration, and a higher current gives deeper 

penetration. The stick out should be decreased to provide an even higher 

current at a constant filler wire feed rate. Adding CO2 to the shielding gas makes 

the arc active and support increased penetration, around 20-25 % is good, but 

spray transfer problems can occur at higher levels. 

2.2.3 Welding Procedures 

All welding operations should be planned in advance to the extent that is 

needed to fulfil the expected properties of the welded joint. To secure this a 

welding procedure specification, WPS, is used. The WPS should cover all 

parameters that affect the properties of the joint according to ISO 15609. This 

includes the set up for the welding including material data of the base metal, 

filler wire and shielding gas as well as joint preparation and the number of 

welding runs. Usually, the welding current, voltage and welding travel speed are 

given in order to calculate the heat input. Other parameters like torch position 

and angles are seldom given; it is implicit that the welder knows this according 

to good practice. 

From the suppliers of the filler wire, a parameter box is recommended as in 

Figure 9. The constraints of the box are indicative for parameter selection but 

according to suppliers the box is mainly related to the perceived arc stability and 

not to the quality or metallurgical properties of the weld metal.  

Welding procedures are in general subjective based on the perceived quality of 

the weld based on the appearance. The purpose of the weld is hardly ever 
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considered, and the same welding procedures are used independently to the load 

conditions. The current situation if highlighted in Paper A, where suppliers of 

consumables, equipment and know-how to the welding industry were asked to 

propose a welding procedure of an application with a critical weld toe subjected 

to fatigue. Most suppliers failed to recommend a welding procedure which 

resulted in given specifications on fatigue properties. 

 

Figure 9: Recommended welding parameters for a typical GMAW filler wire with 
different diameters, published with permission from Elga. 

 Welding Cost 2.3

There are several welding cost models available from e.g. Stenbacka and Weman 

(Stenbacka, 2009; Weman, 2003) The welding cost is dependent on the time it 

takes to produce the parts and the hourly labour or machine cost. The common 

way to calculate the welding cost relate to the following factors which are 

considered to be the most important: 

 Weld metal [kg] – The nominal weld metal weight specified on the 

drawing 

 Machine cost [cost/h] – Cost per hour for the welding robot 

 Deposition rate [kg/h] – Weld metal deposition per hour  

 Arc factor [%] – The factor of the total time when the arc is struck  

The factors are included in Equation 2 from Weman, which is used for cost 

calculations of welding (Weman, 2003). 
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Equation 2: Welding cost. 

Welding cost =
Weld metal ∗ Machine cost

Deposition rate ∗ Arc factor
 

The cost of welding consumables can be added to the cost. Most other costs 

like e.g. energy are often included in the machine cost.   

A main part of the welding cost is determined by the designer and the 

specifications, where especially a large throat size, can rapidly increase the 

fabrication cost since the cost increases proportionally to the weld volume. The 

cost for the surface requirements of the weld is harder to classify and are seldom 

covered in calculation models. But every requirement contributes to increased 

cost, and it is more expensive to produce a fillet weld with a high weld class than 

one with a low weld class even if the throat size demand is unchanged. There is 

an increased need for quality assurance and for new requirements. The safety 

margins are also enhanced to avoid repairs. As an example, the welding speed is 

reduced for welds with radius requirements on the weld toes and a speed 

reduction often gives an excessive weld throat thickness. Within the industry 

informal weld requirement according to good workmanship amongst the 

welders are common, meaning that there are additional demands on the shop-

floor according to the working culture, giving directives about what is ok and 

not ok.  

The potential to reduce the welding cost have been studied throughout the 

research in relation to RQ2 and cost savings. For in-depth analysis of the cost 

saving possibilities in welding see, Paper B, Paper F, Cost Affecting Factors 

Related to Fillet Joints (Åstrand et al., 2013) and The Subjective Judgement of 

Weld Quality and Its Effect on Production Cost (Ericson Öberg and Åstrand, 

2013). 

 Fatigue 2.4

Fatigue is the most common cause of failures of welded structures. This section 

will give in-depth knowledge of the subject in order to know which 

characteristics of the weld to optimise for enhanced fatigue life properties. 

Fatigue of steels is a very complex process which is not entirely understood 

(Fricke, 2003). Fatigue is damage of material, which occurs when a material is 

subjected to repeated loads, which could be much lower than the elastic limit of 

the material (Gurney, 1979). From a micro scale approach fatigue cracks initiate 

an irreversible movement of dislocations in the material due to cyclic loading. 

These dislocations agglomerate into packages perpendicular to the dislocation 
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directions in the crystal lattice. These packages will be unstable and form thin 

persistent slip bands due to critical stress or strain. The number of these bands 

increases and could fill the entire material volume when the applied plastic strain 

is high enough (Ellyin, 1997). 

Cracks initiate according to Kou (Kou, 2003) in shear planes at the surface of 

material, and during cyclic loading tensile and compressive forces produce small 

movements in the material. These forces result in the formation of intrusions 

and extrusions along the slip plane. Discontinuities are often a starting point for 

the slip. If the stress range is high, and/or the cycles many, the intrusions and 

extrusions can become large enough to create an initial crack along the slip 

plane. The direction of the crack propagation will then turn to be perpendicular 

to the maximum tensile stress (Kou, 2003). Fricke (Fricke, 2003) describes the 

same phenomena as damage of the material that starts in the crystalline structure 

and becomes micro cracks on slip bands. These micro cracks will coalescence 

and propagate to the main crack (Fricke, 2003). Lee divides this fatigue process 

into the following four stages (Lee et al., 2004).  

1. Crack nucleation: Crack starts in a shear plane at or near a high-stress 
concentration point due to inclusions, porosity or discontinuities. 
This step often occurs within grain boundaries at the surface 

2. Short crack growth: After nucleation the crack growth occurs along 
the plane of maximum shear stress and through the grain boundaries. 
The length of this propagation is in the order of a couple of grains.  

3. Long crack growth: Crack propagation normal to the tensile stress.  
4. Final fracture.  

 

The first two stages are visualised in Figure 10. The short crack growth is 

affected by the properties of the slip planes related to grain orientation and size. 

For the long crack growth, the propagation has a minor connection to the 

microstructure. This is because the plastic zone around the crack tip is 

considerably larger than the material microstructure (Lee et al., 2004). The 

orientation of the grains influences also the fatigue life and, in general, the 

fatigue life is enhanced along the grains and lower transverse to the grain 

structure (Ellyin, 1997). 

The crack growth during fatigue testing is often expressed as a function of the 

stress concentration. If the stress intensity factor, SIF, are below a certain 

threshold, Kth, no crack growth occur. When the SIF reach a critical level, Kc, 

failure will occur. It is visualised in Figure 11 with the three direct stages. The y-

axis represents the crack growth per load cycle, and the x-axis represents SIF, 

which becomes higher and higher during the crack growth.  
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Figure 10: Illustration of crack initiation propagation in stage I and II. Figure 
acknowledgement to Anders Ekberg at Chalmers. 

In stage I, the crack initiates in the microstructure. This phase is difficult to 

predict since it relates to the microstructure with e.g. size and orientation of the 

grains. Stage II is the crack propagation part of the fatigue life, the stage is more 

predictable and independent of the microstructure. Due to the logaritmic 

linearity the number of cycles until failure can be estimated with e.g. Paris Law 

as presented in Equation 3. 

 

Figure 11: Crack growth propagation during fatigue. Figure acknowledgement to 
Anders Ekberg at Chalmers. 
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Equation 3: Paris law. 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆K)𝑚 

C and m, in the formula, are emirical parameters describing material resistance to 

the crack propagation. In stage III, the crack growth will accelerate, and a final 

fracture will occur. The material behavior during the final fracture is dependent 

on the microstructure and the flow properties of the material (Ekberg, n.d.).  

The fatigue properties are also affected by a corrosive environment. Corrosion 

fatigue is a result combined action of cyclic stress loading and a corrosive 

environment. The damage is usually greater than the sum of the damage from 

corrosion and fatigue separately. The mechanism consists of exposure of oxide 

free, cold-worked metal by extrusion of the slip bands at the metal surface. The 

raw metal reacts with the environment and becomes anodic and creates tracks 

that intensify the crack growth rate (Sastri, 2011). 

2.4.1 Fatigue Crack of Weldments 

Fatigue cracks are by far the most common cause of damage in welded 

components that are moving or have moving parts. Most theories within the 

area are built upon practical experiences and tests which sometimes have been 

bitter. The following arguments are often used to explain the problems of 

fatigue for welded parts (Olsson, 2007): 

 The fatigue life is determined by the weld geometry 

 The material strength of base plate and weld metal have little or no 

influence on fatigue life 

 The stress range governs the fatigue life. The real stress level is inferior   

Stress concentrations are built in by the design of the structure, and the weld 

itself often has small geometrical discontinuities where cracks easily are initiated 

(Barsoum, 2008). Theoretically, the stress concentration of a weld toe of a fillet 

weld is at a comparable level to the stress concentration at the edge of a hole. 

However, the fatigue strength of the weld is much lower related to weld 

imperfections. All welded structures contain imperfections at some level of 

examination, the joint itself could also be seen as a discontinuity of the 

structure. Imperfections can be classified into three different categories: planar, 

volumetric and geometrical imperfections (Jutla, 1997). 

 Planar imperfections: Crack-like features that can give considerably 
reduced fatigue strength of a welded joint. Examples of this type are 
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hydrogen cracks, lamellar tears, lack of fusion, reheat cracks, 
solidification cracks and weld toe intrusions. The last type is 
microscopic non-metallic intrusions at the weld toe with an average 
depth of 0.1 mm.  These small defects initiate fatigue cracks and the 
reason why crack propagation dominates the fatigue life.   

 Volumetric imperfections: These imperfections include porosity and 
slag inclusions, they often have a spherical shape which gives a small 
notch effect with no or little effect on the fatigue life. They can, 
however, reduce the area of the weld giving reduced static strength. 

 Geometrical imperfections: Factors that increase the local stress 
concentration of the weld like misalignment, overfill, undercuts, 
start/stop and weld ripples. Unintended misalignment during 
fabrication can lead to early failures. Weld ripples are stress raisers only 
when the weld is loaded axially. 
 

Some other authors are also raising the question related to imperfections at the 

weld toe as an explanation for the relatively low fatigue resistance of welded 

structure. Maddox states that undercuts and large convex welds are common 

but that the most significant reason for reduced fatigue life is small 

discontinuities at the weld toe (Maddox, 1991). These small defects are by 

several authors called cold laps (Barsoum and Jonsson, 2011; Holst et al., 1997; 

Marquis et al., 2006). Holst et al. define the problems with coldlaps, besides the 

reduced fatigue life, that they miss quality levels. If it is considered as a 

microcrack, it would be allowed if the size is smaller than 1 mm2, but it could 

also be seen as a lack of fusion and is in that case not allowed. They are also 

almost impossible to detect and measure, with non-destructive methods (Holst 

et al., 1997).  

Fatigue properties of weldments are in many cases difficult to explain physical, 

and fatigue is then mainly an empirical science based on extensive testing. The 

main factors affecting the fatigue life of a weld are the number and size of the 

load cycles and the grade of stress concentration. Other factors are weld defects, 

residual stresses, yield strength, plate thickness, temperature and corrosion 

(SSAB, 2010).  

There are some differences in the description of the phases of fatigue cracks 

from different researchers. While e.g. (Kou, 2003; Samuelsson et al., 2008; 

Weman, 2007) have three phases, (Chapetti and Otegui, 1997; Lassen, 1990) 

have two phases: initiation and propagation. This may, however, be a small 

difference. A much more relevant question is if the crack initiation phase, which 

has been debated, is significant or not. Traditionally the viewpoint has been that 

fatigue cracks grow from small, surface breaking, discontinuities in the weld toe. 

These small discontinuities have often been assumed to be greater than 0.1 mm, 
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meaning that the initiation phase can be neglected (Darcis et al., 2006). It is very 

convenient for the fatigue life analyse since only the crack propagation needs to 

be considered, which is relatively easy to predict with e.g. Paris law (Ekberg, 

n.d.). 

If the initiation phase matter or not depends on the studied weld quality, if the 

weld has a “sharp notch” the initiation is neglected.  For welds with a “Blunt, 

shallow notch” the fatigue life is mostly determined by the initiation phase.  

(Olsson, 2005). With advanced fatigue testing, the fatigue crack can be 

monitored during growth and it has become clear that the initiation phase 

matters (Lassen, 1990). The early damage process of fatigue is a combination of 

crack initiation and micro-crack growth (Darcis et al., 2006). In a study 

performed by Lassen where the crack growth was investigated the initiation 

phase had an average of 30 % of the fatigue life. These tests were made during 

high-stress range (120-150 MPa) in a laboratory, and most samples went to 

failure in less than 106 load cycles (Lassen, 1990). This means according to 

Darcis et al., ( 2006) that if the same joint instead had a stress range typical for 

service conditions (50-80 MPa) the fatigue life would be dominated by the 

initiation phase. The Welding handbook from SSAB states that the initiation 

phase is 10-30 % of the total number of cycles of a welded joint (SSAB, 2010). 

This could be compared to a polished plate where the initiation is around 90 % 

of the fatigue life. Lee et al. describe the phenomena for non-welded parts 

meaning that most of the fatigue life spent in the initiation phase for high cycle 

fatigue while low cycle fatigue, less 10000 cycles, spent the most time in crack 

propagation (Lee et al., 2004). 

Nykänen et al. (2007) could provide an explanation for the different viewpoints 

of crack initiation of welded parts. It is known that the fatigue life of a weld is 

related to the geometrical discontinuities of the weld. The discontinuities from 

the welding process are not entirely considered in conventional design rules 

based on Wöhler diagrams. The diagrams are also called S-N and show the 

relation between the stress amplitude and the number of cycles until failure. 

These curves in the diagrams are based on laboratory tests of normal weld 

quality. However, the problem is that normal weld quality seldom is clearly 

defined.  

Hunt et al. (2011) have used the Coffin-Manson equation to predict the crack 

initiation of welds; the equation has a connection to the weld toe radius, weld 

toe angle, plate thickness and the ultimate strength of the base plate. Here it is 

clear that the crack initiation matters, especially for HSS. In the theoretical 

example of Hunt et al., it is shown how the fatigue life is improved 6.5 times for 

a 2.0 mm, DP780 plate, with an improvement of the weld, where the toe angle 

change from 45 to 30 degrees and a toe radius change from 1 to 2 mm (Hunt et 
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al., 2011). In a related study by Anderson and Hunt, it is stated that the base 

metal strength can affect the fatigue life (Anderson and Hunt, 2009). This relies 

on comparable samples were DP 780 steel, in general, had similar or higher 

fatigue live than mild steels. There is also stated that improved weld geometry 

has a more significant impact on HSS and are then necessary for taking full 

advantage of the steel strength. 

Similar results are also shown in Table 1 where the fatigue properties for High 

Strength Steel, HSS, are compared to Low Strength Steel, LSS, for different 

defect sizes and notch types. It is needed to have both a smooth notch and 

small defects, to utilise HSS in fatigue loaded structures. A problem is however 

that HSS are more sensitive to defects, and the limit of the size for small defects 

are reduced from 0.2 mm for 350 MPA steel to 0.06 mm for 700 MPA steel 

(Olsson, 2005).  

Table 1: Fatigue properties for notch type and defect size (Olsson, 2005). 

 Smooth notch – 

Strong connection to 

steel strength 

Sharp notch – No 

connection to steel 

strength 

Small defect  

– Strong connection to steel 

strength 

HSS>LSS HSS=LSS 

Large defect  

– No connection to steel 

strength 

HSS=LSS HSS=LSS 

 

The properties in the heat affected zone, HAZ, and the link to fatigue are a 

question that arises when studying the fatigue behaviour. Often certain 

properties are wanted in the HAZ, but there is an uncertainty in the connection 

between HAZ properties and fatigue in the literature. Lawrence et al. made the 

conclusion that the crack initiation occurs in the coarse grain zone (Lawrence et 

al., 1977). Lassen states that the material properties in HAZ govern the crack 

growth rate, without a deeper analysis of the microstructure (Lassen, 1990). 

Others claim that the fatigue life is independent of the steel grade which 

logically means that the HAZ properties are not significant (ASM, 1993; Olsson, 

2007; Weman, 2007).  

No significant differences in fatigue properties could be seen between the weld 

metal and the coarse-grained zone in HAZ in a study when the geometrical 

effect of the welds was removed by grinding. There was, however, a slightly 

lower fatigue strength in the intercritical HAZ (Hunt et al., 2011). 
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Duchet et al. have performed studies to define the relation between fatigue 

strength and the hardness profile of the joint. Hardness requirements are today 

set by car manufacturers for unclear reasons. Typical demand could a maximum 

hardness of 400-430 HV. Samples were fabricated by Resistance Spot Welding, 

RSW, and GMAW in order to change the hardness profile and to evaluate the 

effect. RSW gives a shorter cooling time and no dilution compared to the 

GMAW. The weld bead was ground off for the GMAW samples to eliminate 

the geometrical effect. The decrease of fatigue strength from the welded 

samples was considered small and varies up to 13 % due to the influence of 

hardness. The result was, however, independent of the hardness profile (Duchet 

et al., 2012). 

In HSS, a coarse-grained zone appears next to the weld metal. The grain size is 

here several times larger than in the base metal. At steel mills a small grain size is 

desired to give a high-quality steel with high strength and ductility, these 

properties will be deteriorated in the HAZ after welding. The change in strength 

is enhanced by the enlarged grain size which has less resistance against 

dislocation movements both within and between the grains (SSAB, 2010). This 

means that the crack initiation resistance is reduced in the coarse-grained zone. 

A corrosive environment can drastically reduce the fatigue life of a welded 

structure since it increases the crack propagation rate. Corrosion protection is 

then necessary, e.g. for offshore applications. For most welded structures can, 

however, the effect of corrosion can be neglected. Small corrosion pits could 

introduce fatigue cracks but are most often less critical than the discontinuities 

introduced during welding (Sastri, 2011).  

Paper C shows an example of how the fatigue properties can be improved in as-

welded condition. A local improvement of the weld toe, without any initial 

critical defect from the welding, gives a longer life in the crack initiation phase.   

2.4.2 Residual stresses, Relaxation and Stress ratio 

Residual stresses is another factor that significantly influences the fatigue 

properties (Sonsino, 2009). In general, high residual tensile stresses reduce 

fatigue life and compressive residual stresses increase the fatigue life, provided a 

load ratio which is not too high. The crack initiation is affected, and high 

compressive stresses can also close cracks and thereby reduce the crack 

propagation (Fricke, 2013).   

In welded structures residual stresses are present in the welded area, and these 

stresses can approach the yield strength of the material. The occurrence of 

residual stresses is a result of the thermal expansion and contraction during 
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welding. The stress level is dependent on the constraints during fabrication and 

by the distortion of the structure. Residual stresses are self-balancing, meaning 

that both compressive and tensile stresses are present (Jutla, 1997). To what 

extent the residual stresses influence fatigue is unclear and are for several 

reasons still a matter of debate (Farajian, 2011). There is a lack of insight about 

the relation between residual stresses and crack initiation and propagation. 

Hence, it is problematic to use the residual stresses to improve fatigue 

properties of welds. The problems also relate the difficulties to control and 

measure the residual stresses (Farajian, 2011).  

The weld toes are assumed to have unfavourable residual tensile stresses, up to 

the yield stress limit of the material. The residual stresses at the weld root are, 

for obvious reasons, difficult to measure. Simulations for multi-pass welds in 

mild steel have shown compressive stresses at the level of the yield limit at the 

weld root. The compressive stresses are increased by an enhanced penetration 

depth and a greater number of weld passes. The residual stresses can also be 

affected by the welding sequence and the inter-pass time (Fricke, 2013). 

During the service life of the components, overloads may occur as special 

events, such as emergency braking. The overload can give a local plasticity in the 

weld, which will affect the local residual stresses. In studies with variable load 

behaviour,, most of the samples were not significantly affected by the overload 

but some cases show a significant increase in fatigue life. The observed increase 

in fatigue life is probably related to a relaxation of tensile residual stresses 

(Sonsino, 2009). Studies indicate that relaxation of tensile stresses, through 

overload or thermal stress relief, are only effective in the range of high cycle 

fatigue. At high fatigue loads, in low cycle fatigue applications, the effect of 

relaxation are dropped (Sonsino, 2009). 

Similar effects can be observed at high-stress ratios, R (Smin/Smax), higher load 

ratios mean a higher mean stress level, see Figure 12: Definition of stress range 

and mean stress in fatigue loading. If a stress range of 100 MPa is assumed this 

can be achieved at different level as an example -50 MPa to +50 MPa resulting 

in a stress ratio, R = -50/50 = -1. If instead, the testing is performed between 

100 and 200 MPa the stress ratio, R, will be 0.5 (100/200).  

A high-stress ratio and a large mean stress, give a relaxation of the residual 

stresses, tensile and compressive. High Frequency Mechanical Impact, HFMI 

treatment is an improvement method which introduces compressive stresses, 

offering a large improvement for low-stress ratio applications. However, the 

effect is reduced by increased, R-ratio. Marquis et al. (2013) present a formula, 

see Equation 4, developed in a German research project, with a reduction 

factor, kR, of the characteristic fatigue strength FAT.  
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Figure 12: Definition of stress range and mean stress in fatigue loading. Figure 
acknowledgement to Mattias Clarin, SSAB. 

Equation 4: Reduction factor of the fatigue strength in relation to the stress ratio of 
HFMI treated welds. 

kR = 1.075–0.75*R for 0.1 ≤ R ≤ 0.5 

kR = 1.0 for R < 0.1 

Besides the stress ratio, R, the load conditions are also relevant for the fatigue 
strength. In testing and in real life applications the load is often classified as 
constant amplitude or variable amplitude. Studies with constant amplitude give 
insight into the fundamental mechanism of fatigue crack growth behaviour, but 
for most applications variable amplitude loading is more relevant. The real 
loading spectra of an application are potentially very complex, and most 
research has been focusing on simplified cases to increase the understanding. 
Several studies have, as an example, shown that a single tensile overload in a 
constant amplitude load schedule will generally lead to temporary crack growth 
retardation or sometimes even crack stop. The improvement is not widely used, 
maybe due to lack of understanding and difficulties to control the overload in 
real applications (Singh et al., 2011).  
 
In general, tested specimens with variable amplitude show higher fatigue 
strength than corresponding samples tested with constant amplitude (Sonsino, 
2009). The reduced crack growth during variable amplitude relates mostly to a 
plastic deformation and change of the residual stresses (Ekberg, n.d.).  
 
The conclusions are that the load conditions, mean stress, stress ratio and 
residual stresses strongly affect the fatigue properties, but due to uncertainties, 
the most conservative option is chosen and used in design codes and guidelines 
like e.g. Eurocode (Sonsino, 2009). It is possible to use another level of residual 
stresses in the design, but it is almost impossible to analyse and prove (Fricke, 
2013). Therefore, improvements in the local weld geometry to reduce the stress 
concentration, are the most important in improving the fatigue strength 
(Sonsino, 2009). For the weld toe, the radius is of the highest importance. 
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 Influence of the Weld Geometry in Welds with 2.5
a Critical Weld toe 

The welding process results in local stress concentrations, residual stresses and 

different types of defects which combined with a high applied cyclic loading 

gives rise to fatigue and initiation of cracks. The geometrical parameters of most 

importance for fatigue are the notch radius at the weld toe and weld root plus 

the depth of penetration (Samuelsson et al., 2008). Efforts are made to reduce 

the stress concentration in this area, improving the fatigue life at the weld toe 

with a large radius and possibly also a small angle of the weld toe. In the Volvo 

standard, 181-0004, radius requirements are given for the weld classes. Radius 

requirements at the weld toe are stated as 0.3 mm in weld class VD, 1 mm in 

VC and 4 mm in VB providing a 25 % higher stress limit or an increased fatigue 

life with ~100 % for every step in the weld class requirement (Samuelsson et al., 

2008).  

Lindgren and Stenberg have used an empirical formula to calculate the weld toe 

stress concentration factor based on the weld toe radius and the weld toe flank 

angle. Plotting the stress concentration factor for different radiuses, see Figure 

13, it can be seen that the effect of an improved weld toe angle are significant if 

the radius is small. A VD weld in the Volvo group standard with radius 0.3 mm 

could get improved fatigue life with approximately 100 % when reducing the 

weld toe angle from 50º to 30º. The effect of weld toe angle has a smaller 

impact upon welds with a large radius. A similar effect can also be seen in a 

comparable formula suggested by Lawrence (Hunt et al., 2011). 

 

 Figure 13: Stress concentration factor, Kt, as a function of weld toe angle for different 
weld toe radiuses in 10 mm plates. a) from (Lindgren and Stenberg, 2011) and b) 

from (Hunt et al., 2011). 

For non-load carrying welds the weld throat size has minor influence on the 

fatigue properties. Several studies, both experimental and analytical, confirm 
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this. The local weld toe geometry and its radius are instead of the highest 

importance (Asgher, 2012; Lee et al., 2009). This is shown in Figure 14 where 

the result of a DoE, is shown. The stress concentration is nearly the same for 

throat thickness 4 and 6 mm. Throat thickness 4 mm is to prefer since the cross 

section is less than half compared to 6 mm, and can then offer a higher 

productivity in production. 

 

Figure 14: Main effects for the stress concentration factor of a non-load carrying weld 
(Asgher, 2012). 

In a comparison by Nykänen et al., (2009) between a predicted theoretical value 

and experimental values of the fatigue strength of non-load carrying welds the 

impact of the local weld geometry was analysed. The effect relates to the initial 

crack size at the weld toe. If the initiation depth is greater than 0.2 mm the 

effect of a good weld toe geometry disappears. High-quality welds with a large 

radius have better fatigue strength when the initiation crack depth is small, and a 

reduced crack depth from 0.2 mm to 0.05 mm increases the fatigue strength by 

20-40 %. The weld toe radius / plate thickness ratio, r/T, should be as large as 

possible in order to enhance the fatigue properties. A conclusion by Nykänen et 

al. relate to the limited effect of the weld toe angle, especially for welds with a 

large radius. This result is in line with the graph of stress concentration in Figure 

13, partly due to a smaller scatter than for the angle. The study was based on 

152 samples with geometrical data from the literature. Equations were also 

proposed to assess the fatigue strength depending on the r/T ratio. One 

theoretical equation (5a) and one experimental equation (5b) were made, and 

they showed a good correlation meaning that both could be used in order to 

assess relative fatigue strength (Nykänen et al., 2009a).  
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Equation 5: Fatigue strength in MPa with relation to weld toe radius, r, and the plate 
thickness, T. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛: ∆𝜎 = 159,9 (
𝑟

𝑇
)

0,125
     a) 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛: ∆𝜎 = 156,3 (
𝑟

𝑇
)

0,12
   b) 

From the equation it is concluded that it is essential to achieve a large radius at 

the weld toe to get high fatigue strength. Besides the radius it is also crucial to 

avoid sharp imperfections deeper than 0.05 mm which give a crack initiation.  

Paper C focus on the how to optimise the GMAW-process with a large radius 

and minimalised defects at the weld toe based. 

 Fatigue Improvements Techniques 2.6

Weld fatigue improvement methods of the weld toe can be divided into two 

main groups: weld geometry modification methods and residual stress methods. 

The former removes weld toe defects and reduces the stress concentration. The 

latter introduces a compressive stress field in the area where cracks are likely to 

initiate, some methods also modifies the local weld geometry. As can be seen in 

Figure 15, there are various methods, but only a few have guidelines specifying 

how to perform the improvement and how to utilise the enhancement in the 

design. Burr grinding, TIG-dressing, Hammer peening and Needle peening are 

included in IIW guidelines and could then be seen as available methods for 

fatigue improvements (Haagensen and Maddox, 2013).  HFMI is a relatively 

novel process were large research efforts have been performed the last decade 

and IIW recommendations are now available (Marquis and Barsoum, 2013). 

One method, which is not included in Figure 15 are welding with special low-

temperature transformation, LTT, electrodes, which give compressive residual 

stresses at the weld toe. The transformation in the weld metal occurs around 

200 °C and contributes to compressive stresses at the weld toe. The material 

expands during cooling instead of shrinking which is the normal case.  
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Figure 15: Fatigue life improvement methods. Modified from (Kirkhope et al., 1999). 
Methods in bold have IIW recommendations. To improve the welding profile control 

are the main focus of the presented research.  
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Improvements in fatigue strength between 11 % and 90 % have been reported 

by e.g. (Bhatti et al., 2013; Eckerlid et al., 2003; Harati et al., 2015; Lixing et al., 

2013). These studies were mostly performed with a load ratio of R=0.1 and 

constant amplitude. In a study performed by Bhatti et al. with R=0.5 no 

improvement could be seen (Bhatti et al., 2013). Some other drawbacks can also 

be mentioned in relation to the method. It could be detrimental to introduce 

LTT electrodes in applications where the root is critical and have compressive 

stresses. A problem is also that only a few consumables are available on the 

market, and they are much more expensive than other welding consumables 

materials. The process should be seen as an improvement method which only is 

applied to critical weld toes. LTT electrodes will also put requirements on 

dedicated welding equipment or a set-up time for a consumable change. 

Improved welding profile control with special welding procedures is an 

attractive approach since it is included in the normal process and are then cost 

efficient in time and investments. Unfortunately, no clear international 

guidelines are available on how to perform, evaluate and utilise this process. The 

best available documents to work with to improve the as welded processes are 

the Volvo group standard 181-0004 with corresponding design guidelines 

(Volvo Group, 2013). 

2.6.1 Improved Weld Profile Geometry 
Kirkhope et al.,(1999) have performed a review of different fatigue life 

improvement techniques and examples of special welding techniques that 

reduce the stress concentration at the weld toe. The structural welding steel 

codes from American Welding Society, AWS, show how reduced stress 

concentration can be obtained from a multilayer weld. The joint has a concave 

surface and a weld toe angle below 45 degrees. The weld surface is shaped with 

many thin welds (buttering), starting from the weld toe. This toe weld pass is 

done first, and the resulting welds are made in connection to the earlier. A disc 

and wire are used, to verify the result. The disc is placed at the weld toe, and the 

1 mm wire shall not pass between the weld and the weld toe. The benefit of this 

approach is mainly that the stress concentration is moved to a lower stress 

region because of the increased weld leg length (Kirkhope et al., 1999).  

An experimental and analytical study was done by Vosikovsky and Bell in order 

to find out the effects of the AWS method. They compared the AWS weld with 

standard fillet welds with a nominal 45° angle on plates with 26, 52 and 102 mm 

thickness (Vosikovsky and Bell, 1991).  

Through analysing the geometry data of the welds, it could be concluded that 

the weld leg length for the AWS and standard fillet weld are the same, resulting 

in a smaller throat size for the concave AWS weld. Minor differences in the 
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radius or the toe angle were observed, considering the local geometry at the 

weld toe. The radius varies between 0.7 and 2.1 mm for the fillet weld and 0.6 

and 2.4 mm for the AWS weld. The weld toe angle was around 35° for all 

samples. The main weld flank angle looking outside the local weld toe was 

around 20° for the AWS and around 40° for the fillet weld. The study could not 

state that the improved profile always was better for all conditions, but a 

significant improvement was seen in the thick section, 102 mm, at low stress 

and long life where the fatigue strength was improved by at least 25 % 

(Vosikovsky and Bell, 1991).  

It is understandable that the fatigue life improvement of the AWS weld was 

limited though the local geometry at the weld toe was not improved, the local 

stress concentration factor was then around the same value. The effect of 

concave weld geometry might also increase due to the large weld size.  

Kirkhope et al. also refer to samples with improved weld geometry thanks to 

good workmanship and welds with extended leg length and low weld toe flank 

angle. They were fatigue tested transverse to the weld and showed an increase in 

fatigue strength about 25-30 % (Kirkhope et al., 1999). Anderson et al. have 

similar studies of the fatigue life of overlap joints and compared the weld 

geometry variations for different welds according to Figure 16. The weld 

samples could basically be grouped into two categories. The first group of 

acceptable quality had a radius of ~0.5 mm, an angle of ~60° and a horizontal 

leg length of ~4.5 mm. The second group welded for an improved geometry 

had a radius of ~1.4 mm, an angle of ~40° and a horizontal leg length of ~5.6 

mm. To reach an improved geometry, the travel speed was reduced significantly. 

As a consequence, the welding current was also reduced significantly not to get 

an excessively large weld. Finally, the welding torch angle and the wire 

displacement were adjusted. The sample with the best radius had a torch angle 

of 35° and a wire displacement of 2.0 mm (Anderson and Hunt, 2009).  

 

Figure 16: Studied weld geometry factors of overlap joints in 2 mm steel, from 
(Anderson and Hunt, 2009). 
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In order to improve the weld toe geometry special manual metal arc (MMA) 

welding electrodes developed specifically for a final weld toe pass could be used. 

Such MMA electrodes give an especially smooth transition between the weld 

and the base plate. The flux from the electrode gives excellent characteristics of 

the weld pool and produces welds with a large toe radius and a small weld toe 

angle, reducing the stress concentration factor. Concerning weld geometry data 

the weld toe angle is around 30° ± 10° while the radius has a significant scatter 

from close to zero to 6 mm. In fatigue testing with normal welds and welds with 

improved geometry by using special welding electrodes the fatigue strength, 

FAT, were enhanced from around 100 MPa to over 150 MPa, providing a 

fatigue life improvement with more than three times (Kirkhope et al., 1999). 

Even though this is not welded with GMAW the potential of a welding process 

with a certain aim is proved.  

In a study performed by Lee et al. the effect of weld geometry of non-load 

carrying fillet welds was analysed. Samples with different throat thickness, weld 

toe radius and weld flank angle were fatigue tested. The conclusion is that throat 

thickness does not influence the fatigue life for this load condition, as expected. 

Instead, the radius and the angle at the weld toe are relevant factors that 

determine the fatigue life. Increased radius gives improved fatigue life for all 

samples with a radius measured from 0.56 to 2.11 mm. The number of cycles to 

failure for these samples was enhanced four times. A similar same effect could 

be seen with a decreasing weld toe angle (Lee et al., 2009).  

Interesting findings in the study is, even with a limited number of samples, the 

correlation between small weld flank angle and large radius (Lee et al., 2009). 

When this is the case, there is a large benefit to aim for a low weld flank angle 

because the radius will also be larger. 

The theory in this section shows, together with Figure 13, a potential to produce 

welds with special procedures for an extended leg length and a low weld flank 

angle to reach an enhanced fatigue life. With this focus during welding, the weld 

can look like the one in Figure 17. This weld type is intended for applications 

where load conditions make weld toe against the horizontal plate is critical and it 

is problematic to utilise the welding position and the gravitation to receive a 

large radius. More information regarding welding and fatigue evaluation of the 

weld in Figure 17 is presented in Paper D. 
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Figure 17: Weld produced with an extended leg and a low weld toe flank angle for 
reduced stress concentration. 

2.6.2  Toe Waviness 
Chapetti and Otegui, (1995) have done findings regarding controlled toe 

waviness as an unconventional way to increase fatigue resistance for transverse 

loading of a bead on plate weld. These results relate to an earlier study where 

fatigue life of manual and robot welded samples was investigated. The study 

showed that manual welding gave a better fatigue life than robotised welding. 

The explanation is a higher degree of irregularity on the crack path at the weld 

toe. Greater irregularities or waviness of the toe introduce mismatches between 

small surface cracks and formed load shadows delaying the coalescence of 

cracks (Chapetti and Otegui, 1997, 1995).  

Different methods were evaluated to obtain controlled toe waviness by robotic 

welding. Three methods were tested; arc rotation; variable voltage and variable 

weld speed. It was found that samples welded with a torch rotation had an 

increased fatigue life of 50 % compared to a straight weld toe (Chapetti and 

Otegui, 1995). Identified key factors for an enhanced fatigue life of the weld toe 

waviness geometry are shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Important factors of weld bead geometry (Chapetti & Otegui, 1997). 

Additional experiments were performed with a wavelength, p, from 6-12 mm 

using a rotating arc to follow up these results. Samples were tested in three 
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points bending with a stress range of 245 and 210 MPa and a stress ratio of 0.2. 

The experimental results showed improved fatigue life with 75-90 % for 12 mm 

wavelength, p, compared to a straight weld. An appealing finding is the 

improvement of both initiation and propagation fatigue life (Chapetti and 

Otegui, 1995).  

The weld toe angle, α, and radius, r, was measured along the weld, at internal 

points the angle where up to 65° and the radius close to zero. At the external 

points, the radius was typically 0.25 mm and the angle around 40°. The most 

appealing idea about this technique is that the crack initiation occurs at the 

external points, where the radius is larger and when a crack is initiated it will 

follow the weld toe but the propagation will slow down when the toe is not 

perpendicular to the stress direction due to the irregularities. Both these aspects 

help to provide improved fatigue life. With a linear elastic fracture mechanics 

model the values for toe irregularity length, p, and toe breaking angle, β, were 

optimised. The model showed that the length, p, should be as small as possible, 

and the toe breaking angle, β, should be around 100° (Chapetti and Otegui, 

1997). 

Skriko et al. have performed successful studies with a large weld toe radius 

(>2mm) and a weld toe waviness on S960 steels with FAT-values (mean) over 

200 MPa. The corresponding value for normal quality is 120 MPa. The results 

indicate that the crack initiation period is the dominating part of the fatigue life. 

This also means that the use of S-N curves and design rules presented in 

standards are not applicable for the high-quality welds in S960 steels (Skriko et 

al., 2014).  

 Importance of Throat Thickness and 2.7

Penetration for Load Carrying Fillet Welds  
The throat thickness is seen as the basic demand for fillet welds, which is true 

when it comes to static load on fillet welds without penetration. For fatigue 

loaded structures, the local weld geometry is more prominent, and the throat 

thickness is not an appropriate measure of the weld’s structural integrity. The 

key is to minimise  the size of the root crack which reduces the stress 

concentration, propagation speed and increasing the propagation distance to 

failure. 

Several equations describing the fatigue strength, equivalent throat thickness, 

and stress concentration have been developed experimentally and analytically 

which is presented in Paper E. A rule of thumb used within Volvo CE, based on 

the work performed by Olsson et al., (1997), is presented in Equation 6. It 
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describes the importance of the weld penetration depth in applications where 

the weld root is critical for comparison between different welds. The formula is 

also visualised in Figure 19 for welds at different strength levels.  

Equation 6: Equivalent throat thickness for box beam fillet welds. 

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  𝑎 + 2𝑖 

The equations are used as a relative measure to compare the strength of 
welds subjected to fatigue as shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Lines with same fatigue strength at different quality levels, the stress 
concentration at the root explain the possibility to reduce the throat size with 

increased penetration. Acknowledgement to Bertil Jonsson for the figure. 

 Welding Requirements  2.8

An efficient fabrication of welded structures requires a quality system to work 

with. This should support best practice and gives predicted fatigue life 

properties of the structures. The weld requirements are the most important 

factors in the quality system which determines both fabrication cost and the 

fatigue life. This section reviews the current state and the possibilities to change 

the weld requirements of welded structures, in order to fabricate at a lower cost 

and enhanced fatigue strength. 

Welding procedures and weld acceptance limits are mainly evolved from the 

quality that is expected from a skilled welder (Gregory, 1992). This is considered 

as good workmanship, and the focus is on easily the observed physical 
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characteristics of the weld rather than the real effects on structural integrity. 

Most criteria have limited or no connection to fatigue (Marquis et al., 2006). In a 

comparison of six international and national standards for welding quality 

criteria, demands are in general based on workmanship rather than fatigue 

properties. One standard applies to fitness for purpose, but this standard is used 

for nuclear power plants and is not widespread (Shaw, 2011).  

Many requirements lack a connection to fatigue and are unnecessary demanding, 

like overlap and excess weld metal. Other requirements are too generous like, 

incompletely filled groove or linear misalignment and can ruin the fatigue life if they are 

present. This is visualised in Figure 20, in which the expected fatigue life is 

shown for the different acceptance criteria for the weld classes B, C and D in 

ISO 5817. In an ideal welding standard, there should be a clear and consistent 

connection, assuring that a certain welding quality level always results in a 

certain fatigue life of the welded joint (Karlsson and Lenander, 2005). At the 

current state, the designers have no other choice than to assume average fatigue 

strength due to missing guidelines for high quality in production and absent 

instructions for taking advantage of the high-quality welds in the design 

(Marquis, 2010). 

 
Figure 20: Expected life, in % of 2 million cycles, according the discontinuities in ISO 

5817 and the different weld quality levels. 

For optimised fatigue loaded structures it is necessary to have sufficient 

requirements, there is, however, a lot of critics against the welding standards 

used in the industry today. SS-EN ISO 5817 is a European standard for fusion 

welded joints in steel, nickel, titanium and their alloys with quality levels and 

imperfections (SIS, 2010). This standard and its weld classes give no relevant 
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connection between fatigue life and weld quality, even if the intention is to do 

this (A. F. Hobbacher, 2009; Olsson, 2005). The author of the IIW 

Recommendations for fatigue design of welded joints and components have made the 

following statement regarding ISO 5817: “This standard has a congenital defect. It is 

an adoption of the old German standard DIN 8563, which was established as a standard for 

communication between the welders and the inspectors. The classification criterion was the 

difficulty, the expenses or the efforts to fabricate or to inspect by non destructive testing. It was 

not fatigue strength. So by nature, ISO 5817 cannot be applied directly to fatigue problems; it 

is unscientific and inconsistent in respect to fatigue properties and needs application guidance” 

(A. F. Hobbacher, 2009).  

As a consequence, Volvo Construction Equipment has developed a standard for 

fatigue optimised structures 181-0004 which was published 2008 (Volvo Group, 

2008). An updated standard was released during spring 2013 with improvements 

from e.g. this research work. As an example, a new weld class, VE, was 

introduced without radius requirements which will be suitable for welds with a 

critical root side. By reducing the requirement for the weld bead appearance and 

toe radius, the focus during welding can be to achieve a sufficient penetration 

depth.  

There is however still some problems related to the welding standard and the 

weld classes in relation to the desired principle to have different welding 

procedures for various load conditions. But the weld classes are inexplicit, and it 

is then hard to specify different requirements according to the load. This leads 

to a situation where many or most of the specified requirements are not relevant 

to the fatigue strength of the joint while other significant demands are not stated 

at all or drowned amongst all other requirements. This is visualised in Figure 21. 

The welder or robot programmer has to follow the standard even though the 

fatigue life could be increased and the production cost reduced with optimised 

demands. 

 

Figure 21: Critical points for different load conditions 
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Modern FEA tools give possibilities to customise local weld requirements with 

individual demands on throat thickness, weld root and on each weld toe. There 

could, however, be some practical difficulties to communicate these 

requirements to the welder on the shop floor. Drawings are often made with a 

thought of manual welding, even though robotic welding often can offer higher 

quality. This means according to Johansson that those robotically welded 

structures are unnecessary strong for most points and by that far too expensive. 

By adopting the drawings to controlled robotic welding, there is a significant 

potential for cost reduction (Johansson, 2011). 

The most important geometrical parameters of the welds are the notch radius in 
the weld toe and depth of penetration in the root (Samuelsson et al., 2008). The 
discrepancy between the requirements and the structural integrity may give rise 
to problems and unnecessary cost in the weld shop. Typically, the weld size and 
quality level are similar for all load conditions, meaning that same welding 
procedures are used. These results give a miss-directed focus were the welder do 
not consider the critical characteristics of the weld before any other 
requirement. All requirements are getting the same attention, according to good 
workmanship, while many of them do not add any value to the customer 
regarding structural integrity. In the worst case, fulfilments of non-critical 
requirements are done on behalf of the critical characteristic (Åstrand, 2013). 
Studies actually show a contradiction between large throat size and extensive 
weld penetration, meaning that it can be beneficial to specify and aim for a 
smaller throat size and receive a deeper penetration and by that an improved 
fatigue strength (Drosos and Kotsakis, 2014). Johansson is also highlighting this, 
meaning that the welding standards has a high influence of the cost and that a 
review which only states the critical requirements of the weld can reduce the 
cost and increase the quality (Johansson, 2011). 

 Summary of the Theoretical Framework 2.9

In order to achieve good fatigue life properties of a weld, it is necessary to 

consider surface or near surface discontinuities, the stress concentration and 

material properties in the crack initiation point to get an enhanced fatigue 

initiation life. If possible, it could also be of interest to prohibit the fatigue crack 

propagation with some type of irregularities along the likely crack path. The 

most important factors are related to the geometrical shape of the weld and the 

avoidance of discontinuities. Metallurgical factors related to the welding process 

and the heat input has a more ambiguous influence according to the literature. It 

is stated that the fatigue properties are slightly lower in HAZ. The residual 

stresses and the medium load stress also has a large influence especially for high 

R-ratios and when the maximum stress is getting closer to the yield limit of the 

material. In applications with a low maximum stress, the residual stresses have a 
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considerable influence while the effect of the residual stresses becomes minor at 

high R-ratios and variable amplitude with high maximum stress.  

The main focus when developing welding procedures for improved fatigue 

properties should then be on the geometry in order to keep the stress 

concentration down and to avoid surface discontinuities like cold laps or sharp 

undercuts. This will make it possible to reduce weight and possibly also utilise 

HSS for fatigue loaded applications.  
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3 Performed Experimental and Case 
studies 

Several experiments and investigations been have performed in this research 

work to answer the research questions and to identify the state of the art of the 

welding process and its relation to fatigue and cost. The relevant experiments 

and investigations are presented shortly in Table 2.  

Table 2: Overview of performed experiments and case studies. 

Name Description Results 

DoE 

penetration 

manually 

8 welders welded a T-joint 

with 4 different parameter 

set-ups to evaluate the 

influence of voltage and filler 

wire feed rate. Penetration, i, 

was measured. 

Large scatter between welders. 

Voltage had a minor influence 

compared to the wire feed rate and 

current, within the tested parameter 

range. The aim of the torch appeared 

to be an important factor.  

- No publication 

DOE 

penetration 

Robot 

The influence of welding filler 

wire, voltage and current were 

evaluated to find a correlation 

to the weld penetration depth 

and throat thickness. 

Within the evaluated parameter range 

no major conclusions could be made. 

Many welds had an asymmetry related 

to the joint tracking, and a correlation 

between the asymmetry and the weld 

penetration depth was found. 

- Results included in Paper B, E and 

Åstrand, (2012) 

Welding 

procedures 

for 

enhanced 

fatigue 

properties 

Suppliers of welding know-

how, consumables and 

equipment were asked to 

deliver a WPS for a non-load 

carrying weldment subjected 

to fatigue loading.  

The supplier could not identify the 

critical weld toe and gave general 

advises, most often related to their 

own products or services. 

-The results of the study is published 

in Paper A 

Weld 

appearance 

An evaluation of the 

correlation between welding 

speed and appearance. 

Samples with welding travel 

speed between 50 to 90 

cm/min were evaluated. 

People working closer to the welding 

process have higher visual 

requirement of the welds and a 

designer or a customer. There is a 

potential for increased welding travel 

speed without additional repairs. 
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People from different 

functions were then asked to 

judge the appeared quality 

- Results included in Paper F and 

Paper B 

Leg 

deviations 

The study was performed to 

define the influence of leg 

length deviations and wire 

feed rate in relation to 

penetration depth. To prove 

the validity of the results the 

welding were performed at 

several weld shops.  

Prescribed leg length deviations 

together with high wire feed rate 

offers a penetration depth greater 

than 4 mm. This also makes the 

process more sensitive since a too 

large leg length deviation results in 

lack of fusion in the root 

- Results included in Paper B, E and 

Åstrand, (2012) 

Weld toe 

waviness 

Development of welding 

procedures and an evaluation 

of fatigue properties. The idea 

was to use weld toe waviness 

as an improvement method at 

lower weld toes. 

Achieving a consistent quality of 

welds without defects is difficult. The 

samples showed a FAT value of 94 

MPa. 

- Results presented in Paper D 

Extended 

leg 

Develop welding procedures 

and evaluate welds with a 

smooth transition in the weld 

toe by a small attachment 

angle between plate and weld. 

The welding procedures gave a 

smooth transition at the weld toe. The 

welded samples showed a FAT- value 

of 96 MPa. 

- Results presented in Paper D 

Weld toe 

undercut 

In this study welding 

procedures and with a large 

radius and undercut at the 

upper weld toe were 

developed and fatigue tested. 

The study is inspired from 

grinding and HFMI were an 

created undercut is 

prescribed. 

The samples showed similar fatigue 

properties as post treated welds. The 

slope (m) in the S-N-diagram was 

more flat, and the scatter lower 

compared to the normal 

recommendation for welded samples. 

Fat 115 MPa ( m=3) and FAT 150 

MPa (m=5) 

- Results are presented in Paper C 

What to 

repair? 

A repeatability and repro-

ducibility study to analyse 

which weld discontinuities to 

repair and which to not 

repair. 20 welds, 10 welders 

and 400 appraisements.   

The welders had in average around 

50 % correct judgements. 2/3 of the 

repairs were unnecessary and 1/5 of 

the weld which should have been 

repaired was missed.  

- Included in Paper F 

Super-MIG Plasma-MIG hybrid welding 

was evaluated in comparison 

to MAG-welding 

Promising method, but for fillet weld 

applications it had major problems to 

offer the needed process stability 

- No publication 
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4 Summary of Appended Papers 

This thesis includes six appended paper which together with the presented 

framework gives an overview of the performed research and the succeeding 

results.  

 Paper A: The ad-hoc nature of weld quality and 4.1
welding procedures for fatigue 

Author contribution: The author defined and performed the study. Single 

author of the paper. 

Connection to the research questions: The paper aimed to find some answer 

on how to weld for improved fatigue properties which relate to RQ1. It also 

gives input to the state of the art within the welding industry, and the welding of 

fatigue loaded structures.  

Abstract: This paper presents the current status of welding procedures, weld 

quality, and the connection to fatigue life within the welding industry. 

It is well known that the weld quality is crucial for the fatigue life of a weld. 

Further, the welder and the welding procedure have a crucial impact on the 

fatigue life. Still, welding procedures for the welders to follow in order to 

achieve high fatigue properties are rarely described in the literature. The 

question is if these welding procedures instead are known within the industry? 

To investigate this, an assignment was sent to weld suppliers of shielding gas, 

consumables, equipment and know-how to welding shops. The main objective 

was to identify a welding procedure which improves the fatigue life of non-load 

carrying fillet welds in as welded conditions.  

The answers from the assignment indicate that the suppliers to the welding 

industry have difficulties to offer welding procedures for a certain purpose. The 

proposed welding procedures with advice and principles for improvements 

varied a lot in quality and were in general not motivated. This indicates a general 

lack of understanding around welding of fatigue loaded structures. The 

proposed solutions were often given ad hoc and were more related to the 

answering organisation than the actual problem. Critical characteristics of the 

welds were given randomly, and the offered main solutions were often a certain 

welding wire or power source. 
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 Paper B: A new innovative toolbox for lean 4.2
welding of fatigue loaded structures  

Author contribution: Single author of the paper 

Connection to the research questions: The paper presents an answer to RQ1 

on how to produce cost effective structures in a more cost efficient way.  

Abstract: Welding is a key manufacturing technology in the production of 

heavy steel structures, but it is likewise a weak link in the production chain since 

fatigue fractures in welds is a common cause of failures. This paper proposes 

several changes in the process to make the manufacturing more efficient and to 

improve the fatigue properties. The idea is to adopt the weld quality demands 

for the purpose of the weld and to connect them to the welding procedures. 

This approach ensures that the primary focus during welding is of the critical 

characteristics which add value to the welded structure through an enhanced 

fatigue life. These fatigue life-critical properties have been found to be related to 

the local weld geometry in the weld toe and at the weld root. Traditional 

demands related to the good workmanship of welding can often be neglected, 

due to its limited effect on the fatigue life. The research presented in this paper 

has contributed to the development of welding procedures for improved fatigue 

life properties at the critical points of the weld. Results indicate a considerable 

potential for enhanced fatigue life of fillet welds. The idea is to replace the 

standard fillet welds with a new toolbox containing three different welds: (i) 

welds with optimised penetration, (ii) welds with optimised weld toe, and (iii) 

welds with a low cost. Right usage of these weld types contributes to an efficient 

production that offers an extended fatigue life. This paper describes a holistic 

view of the subject and highlights issues with the traditional way of working. 

The challenge and the novelty of the paper are the connection between the 

welding process, weld demands, and fatigue life properties. This connection is 

necessary for the development of welding procedures that can contribute to the 

fabrication of weight optimised welded structures with a predictable life. 

 Paper C: Welding procedures for fatigue life 4.3
improvement of the weld toe 

Author contribution: Erik Åstrand developed the hypothesis behind the 

experiments. Developed welding procedures and produced samples for fatigue 

testing according to the hypothesis. Erik is the main author of the paper and all 

sections except Assessment of weld toe, Section 4, and Fatigue testing and 

assessment in Section 5. 
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Connection to the research questions: The paper gives a straight answer on 

how to weld to improve the fatigue properties of the weld toe in relation to 

RQ1 and also to reveal a potential for weight reduction as asked for in RQ2. 

Abstract: This paper presents the results of an experimental study of gas metal 

arc welded, GMAW, cruciform joints made of common construction steel S355. 

The hypothesis is that smooth undercuts in as welded conditions can give 

enhanced fatigue properties similarly as post treated welds. Undercuts are 

generally seen as a defect or imperfection. Welders try to avoid these and repair 

them when they occur, which result in increased production lead time. Post 

weld improvement methods are i.e. grinding or high-frequency-impact treatment 

(HFMI) as fatigue-enhancing post-treatment methods which enforce amongst 

other effects a certain smooth undercut-shaped groove in the treated weld toe 

region. The obtained shallower weld toe transition reduces the geometrical 

notch effect and increases fatigue strength. This paper presents a study whereas 

welded specimens with a weld toe geometry similar to what is obtained by weld 

toe grinding or HFMI-treatment, has been produced, fatigue tested and 

analysed. The improvement of the fatigue strength is comparable to post-weld 

treated specimens. It has proven to be an efficient way to achieve high-quality 

welds without introducing any additional operations in production, thus 

enabling weight reduction using cost effective methods. 

 Paper D: Fatigue life assessment of improved 4.4
joints welded with alternative welding 
techniques 

Author contribution: Erik Åstrand set the concept of welds with extended legs 

and weld toe waviness. Developed welding procedures and produce welded 

samples. The samples were tested and analysed at KTH.  Erik gave also valuable 

inputs, discussions, comments during the manuscript authoring process. 

Connection to the research questions: The paper answers to RQ1 when the 

results in Paper C cannot be applied for practical reasons. A low weld flank 

angle is a possible solution to increase the fatigue life and to reduce the variation 

in fatigue life. 

Abstract: In this study, the fatigue life improvement by adopting the toe 

weaving technique on non-load carrying cruciform welded joints has been 

investigated. Fatigue testing was conducted on two batches of welded specimens 

using double-pass manual welding. One batch had a straight second pass and 

the other was weaved. The influence of different weaving shape parameters was 

analysed by performing crack growth analyses. The fatigue testing shows a 
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slightly improved fatigue life for the two different batches compared to as-

welded joints; the improvement is similar for both batches. The crack growth 

analysis concludes that the batch with the straight second pass should provide 

slightly higher fatigue life compared to the toe weaved batch. Measurements 

show a presence of undercuts in the vicinity of the crack initiation point. 

Nonetheless, an increased fatigue life is obtained, due to the low flank angle 

created during welding of the second pass, which reduces the stress 

concentration in the weld toe, prolonging the fatigue life.  

Paper E: Improved fatigue properties of welded box 
beams by tailored welding procedures for high 
penetration fillet welds 
 
Author contribution: The author performed experiments, analysis and wrote 

the paper. Gunnar Bolmsjö and Fredrik Sikström contributed with advising and 

supervision during the writing process. Eric Lindgren contributed with 

additional welding samples for the analysis and was a speaking partner during 

the writing. 

Connection to the research questions: Gives an answer on how to perform 

improved and cost efficient welds according to RQ1, and provides an indication 

of the potentials savings in time and weight related to RQ2. 

Abstract: Best practice in design and analysis of welds has evolved radically 

since the introduction of computers. Unfortunately, weld requirements and 

welding procedures have not evolved at the same pace and are usually based on 

traditions rather than best practice. This paper aims to close the gap between 

welding procedures, weld requirements and fatigue strength. Welding 

experiments have been performed, and new weld requirements were evaluated 

to get a cost efficient welding process with improved weld penetration and 

certain strength. A principal aim is to increase the fatigue properties between 

accepted and rejected welds. Many rejected welds according to the traditional 

throat size requirements are good enough and has equal strength as the accepted 

welds. This is specifically problematic when the weld samples with the highest 

strength are rejected, giving a signal for unnecessary repairs and process 

adjustments. 

The results show a real potential for improved fatigue properties by introducing 

new weld requirement on the weld geometry, specifying individual leg lengths 

instead of just specifying throat thickness that is the conventional way. The 

proposed demands support welding procedures for increased weld penetration 
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which give a more beneficial stress flow through the joint and the box beam 

increasing the fatigue strength. 

 Paper F: Improved productivity by reduced 4.5
variation in heavy welding industry 

Author contribution: Paper initiation, planning, data collection, data analysis 
and writing were done in cooperation between Erik Åstrand and Anna Ericson 
Öberg. Erik did most of the work and writing related to sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 
3.1, 3.2 and 4.  

Connection to the research questions: The paper shows the potential for 

productivity improvements and cost reductions in relation to RQ2.  

Abstract: The purpose of the research conducted is to describe the 

consequences of variation in the welding industry and the effect it has on 

manufacturing productivity. The potential has shown to be hidden in 

unnecessarily stringent requirements and over-processing. The case study has 

investigated the process in steps: customer requirements, design and analysis, 

preparation, production, and assessment. The effect of variation in each step has 

been analysed including estimating its productivity improvement potential. 

Theoretically, in a perfect situation, with customised requirements and 

eliminated variation, more than half of all welding could be removed. Such a 

reduction is certainly neither practical nor possible; however a sensible, 

controlled reduction could still have a very high impact. The financial 

implications are therefore substantial. The improved productivity of the 

manufacturing resources could be used for business development and increased 

productivity. To be able to realise the potential, interdisciplinary efforts are 

necessary. Management across different functions need to agree on the intended 

product life and make decisions thereafter.  
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5 Results and Discussion 

Even though it has been known since the 1960s that the welding process makes 

it hard to utilise HSS, we are still struggling to use the steel better and to 

improve the fatigue strength. There are promising methods for post-weld 

improvement techniques which enhance the crack initiation resistance. But they 

still have a limited effect related to the severe stress concentration of the welded 

joint (Maddox, 2000). The aim is to connect the basic principles for fatigue with 

the welding process, to find out how welds should be produced in order to 

achieve as good fatigue properties as possible, and make it possible to use more 

HSS, in more application, in a cost effective way. Johansson has concluded this 

wisely meaning that the aim for cost effecting welding has to change. The target 

is not to melt down filler welding wire to as low cost as possible; the target is to 

fulfil the quality requirements at a low cost. Therefore, welding cost per meter 

or kilo is not a relevant measure, instead the cost of fatigue life is more relevant 

(Johansson, 2011). 

In theory, it is easy to adopt the welding process for fatigue: Welds with a 

critical weld toe should have a low-stress concentration and no or very small 

defects, and welds with a critical root side should have large penetration, which 

minimises the root crack. These demands are, however, in contradiction to each 

other, and consequently, different welding methods are needed according to 

Olsson, one for penetration and one for a smooth transition and surface 

(Olsson, 2005). Due to limitations and practical reasons the focus in this 

research has been to develop different welding procedures rather than working 

with different welding methods. The proposed way to solve this is to switch 

welding parameters depending on the load condition of the weld. For deep 

penetration welds, the aim is to have a narrow arc with a high energy density, 

compare with laser welding. For welds with a large radius the arc should have a 

low energy density, a wide arc and lower energy, compare to TIG.  

It has been found that the torch angles and position are crucial for the weld 

geometry and if a deep penetration is wanted, then also a high current is needed. 

For welds with a smooth transition, a wide arc with high voltage is more 

suitable, but there is a risk for lack of fusion at the weld root. Examples of this 

and the contradiction between different demands are shown in Figure 22. A 

weld with deep penetration (a) gives a sharp weld toe and a weld with an 

optimised large radius (b) gives poor root quality. 
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This approach is however not used today, instead technicians within the welding 
industry are struggling to optimise weld penetration, weld 
transitions/appearance and welding speed at the same time, which is an 
unmanageable mission. This is presented in Paper A were suppliers of welding 
equipment such as consumables, shield gas, power sources, etc., were asked to 
give a WPS for a non-load carrying weld. They failed undoubtedly to prioritise 
between the factors mentioned above and aimed for deep penetration, smooth 
transitions and a high welding travel speed simultaneously. This leads to a 
disappointment of the assignment where they were supposed to give a WPS for 
excellent fatigue properties at one weld toe. When prioritising penetration or a 
weld toe transition, the possibilities for optimisation are much greater for both 
fatigue life and welding travel speed.  

Papers which describe the fatigue properties of weldments in the literature 
seldom discuss the connection to the weld parameters. Fatigue tests are most 
often performed on weldments with a conventiaonal quality class according to 
good workmanship, meaning that the samples are not optimised for fatigue. 
Samples with a normal quality are however often used to compare improvement 
methods such as burr grinding, TIG dressing and HFMI where the purpose is to 
offer excellent fatigue properties. This comparison is however unfair for the 
GMAW process since it has a different purpose than the improvement method 
which is visualised in Figure 23. When focusing on the purpose of the weld, as 
described in Paper B, C, D and E it is possible to achieve improved properties, 
comparable to what can be accomplished with improvement methods. This is 
also the main answer to RQ1: How to weld cost effective fatigue optimised structures with 
high-quality welds in heavy vehicle industry?, It is necessary to prioritise the critical 
characteristic of the single weld, to produce welds with improved fatigue 
properties. Focusing and adopting the process, towards a better penetration 
depth or weld toe radius it is possible to get much better properties, as shown in 
the appended Papers B, C, D and E. In cases where both the root and the weld 

Figure 22: a) Weld with excellent and penetration but a sharp weld toe. b) Weld 
with a large weld toe radius but has instead lack of fusion in the root

b) a) 
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toe is critical with high requirements; it is possible to perform the weld in two 

runs, one for each essential requirement. To get a real attention to the critical 

requirement it is vital not just to increase some requirements, it is maybe even 

more important to remove/reduce requirements which are not essential to the 

fatigue life of the structure. Differentiated requirements are also an enabler for 

an increased productivity and reduced total cost of the welding.   

 

Figure 23: Schematic figure of the contradiction between weld root and the weld toe 
with an approximate aim for different weld types. The good workmanship should be 

divided according to the purpose of the weld in order to get improved fatigue life 
properties and a lower cost. 

 Welding Procedure for Welds with a Critical 5.1

Root 
For welds with a critical root side, it is vital to reduce the built-in root defect 

from the design. When applying this to a fillet weld, it means that the weld 

penetration depth, i, in Figure A should be maximised. It is necessary to have 

the correct welding parameters and a precise aim with the welding torch when 

optimising i. In general, these parameters are set according to good 

workmanship meaning that the weld parameters are set in an area where the 

suppliers technicians consider that the arc has good stability and where the 

welder think that the weld looks nice ( Paper A). The aim of the welding torch 

in the joint is seldom specified in literature or within a WPS. It is assumed that it 

should be 45° in the middle of the joint. It is also often recommended by e.g. 

Weman that the aim should be 1-2 mm out on the base plate, as in Figure 24, in 

order to get a symmetric weld penetration (Weman, 2007). The absence of 
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specified torch angles was confirmed in a case study, presented in Paper A, were 
none of the suppliers specified the torch angle transverse to the joint. 

 

 

Figure 24: Recommended aim of the torch for fillet welds according to Weman, 
(2007). 

The introduction of the weld gap penetration, i, put the “best practice” in 
another context. With the traditional approach, it is necessary to rely on the 
width of the penetration rather than the depth in order to get a decent 
penetration, i.  

In an FEA study based on an effective throat thickness of 6.4 mm for load 
carrying cruciform joints of 10 mm plates the importance of the penetration was 
evaluated. Optimised welds corresponding to i3.4a4 (penetration depth, i=3.4 
mm and throat thickness, a =4 mm) normal robot welds, i2a5, and an excessive 
weld equals to i0a6.4 were compared. The results presented in Table 3, show 
possibilities to increase the stress range with an increased penetration depth. 
Based on a slope of 3 of the S-N curve a deep penetration weld gives more than 
doubled (2.6) fatigue life at the weld root compared to a no penetration weld.  

From the theory the mass and heat transfer should be large to get a deep 
penetration, and from the study presented in Paper E, it can be seen that a weld 
with a leg deviation has a positive influence on the penetration depth and is 
necessary in order to get a maximised value of i. 

  

1-2 mm 
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Table 3: Allowable nominal stress range for fillet welds with same nominal 

throat thickness and varied penetration. 

 Deep 

penetration 

i3.4a4 

Ordinary 

penetration 

i2a5 

No 

penetration 

i0a6 

Nominal throat thickness, a (mm) 4 5 6.4 

Penetration, i (mm) 3.4 2 0 

Effective throat thickness (mm) 6.4 6.4 6.4 

Computed nominal stress range at 

root (MPa at 2E6 cycles) 

62 52 45 

Computed nominal stress range at 

toe (MPa at 2E6 cycles) 

82 69 63 

 

A hypothesis test was then performed were several weld shops were asked to 

produce weld samples, both references and samples with an increased wire feed 

rate and welding travel speed with 50 %. The welds should have unequal leg 

lengths with a leg length of 8 mm along the web and 5 mm along the flange 

plate. For the new level, the welding current was between 350 and 450 A and 

the welding travel speed between 65 and 75 cm/min. The result was then 

compared to a reference samples with “normal parameters” as in Figure 25. The 

assumption is that the penetration depth, i, will increase by the larger wire feed 

rate and an improved fusion zone, FZ, distribution around the gap.  

 

Figure 25: Comparison between a traditional weld to the left and a weld with 
optimised weld penetration depth, i, to the right. 

The results showed that it is possible to achieve a penetration depth, i, up to 4 

to 6 mm with this approach and at the same time increase the welding travel 

speed with 50 %. The result gives great opportunities for the industry to use 

reduced plate thickness with no joint preparation and increased productivity.  
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A drawback with this approach is an increased risk for lack of fusion in the root, 

especially when the leg deviation is more than 4 mm like in Figure 26, where the 

weld leg along the attached web plate is more than 4 mm longer compared to 

the leg along the flange plate. There is also a challenge to learn how to produce 

these welds and it requires a very robust joint tracking system. The largest 

obstacle is however how the designers should specify the weld on the drawing 

and how to evaluate if the weld is accepted by the welding standard. A weld 

with leg length 5 mm and 8 mm has a throat size of 3.5 mm and a leg deviation 

of 3 mm. In the standards from Volvo and ISO, the maximum leg deviation is 2 

+ 0.2a (SIS, 2010; Volvo Group, 2011). This means that the weld will be 

regarded as failed by either too small throat size or too large leg deviation even 

if the fatigue strength is evidently improved. 

 

Figure 26: Incorrect welding torch positioning is resulting in a too large leg deviation 
and lack of fusion in the root. 

Paper E gives more information about the study about leg deviations and 

proposes and evaluates several weld geometry requirement and their fatigue 

properties. Even if paper E focus on the strength of box beams, Table 4 shows 

that the conclusions are valid also for load carrying fillet welds in cruciform 

joints. The approved welds with leg length requirement, D-F, show higher 

strength and lower stress concentration than the approved welds according to 

the throat size requirements A-C.  
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Table 4: Comparison of strength and stress concentration indexes for the 

requirements evaluated in paper E based on average throat size and penetration 

depth 
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D  Leg 3,8 4 131 151 39 39 

F Leg 4,3 3,6 128 138 51 51 

G Leg 4,4 3,5 127 136 54 54 

E Leg 4,5 3,4 126 133 57 57 

A Throat 5,3 2,9 123 122 67 68 

B Throat 5,1 2,9 121 118 69 70 

C Throat 4,8 2,9 118 113 72 72 

a5i2 Throat 5 2 100 100 100 100 

 

 Welding Procedures for the Weld Toe 5.2

The main task for the fatigue properties at the weld toe is to reduce the stress 

concentration and reduce the quality variation. First of all, it is essential to avoid 

defects like cold laps in the weld toe. Secondly, should the radius be large and 

finally can the attachment angle of the weld toe be reduced. Weld toe 

irregularities can delay the crack propagation and further increase the fatigue 

strength. Compressive residual stresses can also prohibit the crack initiation for 

low-stress and high-cycle fatigue applications. 

To get good properties for all of these factors at the same time is impossible and 

a large radius and small angle increase the risk for cold laps which indulge the 

effect of the large radius and the small angel. In the same way, it can be tough to 

achieve a large radius without getting an undercut at the weld toe. The 
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difference is that a weld with a smooth undercut do not have cold laps and gives 

predictable fatigue properties. It is very positive since it reduce the variation and 

increase the medium strength, which both opens possibilities to design lighter 

structures without the usage of improvement methods. 

To get the best possibilities to get a large radius undercut a high voltage arc 

should be used together with the gravitation. The risk for lack of fusion in the 

root is prohibited by a two weld runs. Figure 27 show examples of the weld 

type.  

More results and discussions regarding the weld toe properties are presented in 

Paper C and D. 

 

Figure 27: Weld with a large radius undercut. 

 Welding Requirements and Quality Assurance 5.3

Quality assurance of welds is at a first glance a straightforward task; we measure 

and assess the welds according to the standard requirements stated on the 

drawing. The reality is however not that strigthforward. First of all, the quality 

needs to be defined based on size, appearance, function, fulfilment of standard 

requirements and so on. Fulfilment of specified requirements can also give a 

deemed quality, were the requirements themselves are useless if they do not 

correlate to the customer expectations. The definition of weld quality that has 

been used as guidance in this Ph.D. work is from Gresnight, saying; “A good 

weld is any weld which does the job, it is intended for during the entire life of 

the structure.” Dawes claims the same thing: “A good weld is a weld which 

adequately fulfils all its service requirements” (Dawes, 1992).  

One of the main challenges in the quality assurance and quality control is to 

identify which welds will do the job and which will not. For this purpose, a 
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process including quality assurance, drawings, welding standards, design 

guidelines, design and analyses and functional requirements of the customer 

needs, is created. This process is illustrated in Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28: Flaws in the process create a flow which alters between accepted, OK, and 
rejected, NOK, as a sign of weak or missing connection between the different steps in 

the process. 

It can be assumed that the customers never want failures of a welded structure 

and that a producer of welded structures never wants that either. On the other 

hand, it is impossible to design and produce structures with an eternal life. If 

one tries it will give heavy and expensive products, which the customers would 

not like to buy. The producer instead has to create limitations and take a 

calculated risk of failures. This is done through limitation in cycles, hours or 

years. In the design process, these constraints are used to set the weld 

requirements to meet the needs. In production and quality assurance these 

requirements are controlled, most often through visual inspection.  

Visual inspection has, however, limitations and through measure system 

analysis, MSA, it is shown that the scatter in judgements is often bigger than the 

scatter from the welding process itself. Similar problems can be seen in the 

connection between weld requirements and the strength of the weld. As 

presented in Paper E, this is tough, and many welds which are good enough are 

not accepted, and a few welds with inadequate strength properties are also 

accepted. For a i2a5 VD (Volvo Group, 2011) weld, 17 % of the accepted welds 

had a lower strength than what could be expected according to the specification, 

and 61 % of the rejected welds had an adequate strength according to the 

specification (Paper E). In all steps, a balance must be chosen between risks of 
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false negatives and false positives. A higher threshold gives more false negatives, 

and the fewer false positives (“False positives and false negatives,” 2015).  

It is here essential to have a high relevance of the threshold with a high 

correlation between the requirement and the wanted properties. In Paper C 

there is an example of misdirected requirements, undercuts are seen as a defect 

with certain quality limits. The results show however that undercuts are not 

necessarily a defect. Instead, they could be an approach to avoid defects (cold 

laps) at the weld toe and make it easier to produce a large radius, which is 

proved to have a clear connection to fatigue life. To create a better threshold to 

reduce the number of false positives and false negatives it is astute try to 

minimise the number of requirements and in this case, define the radius as the 

main requirement and have the undercut as secondary requirements with 

generous tolerance limits. To reduce variation in judgements and in fatigue life, 

it could be possible to specify an undercut instead of controlling the welds for 

cold laps which are nearly impossible to do.  

It is tough and expensive to monitor quality into a welded structure, and it is 

necessary to define the most important factors to get the desired properties. 

Miller is stating that “The quality of a completed weld are predictable, providing that the 

input variables are known” (Miller, 1996) and this is something to work with 

further. The quality efforts should be moved backward in the production flow 

to be more proactive. Reduced variation of the plates and in the tack-welding 

can contribute a lot in reducing the variation of both welding time and quality 

output. 

One major conclusion is that different requirements should be used in various 

stages of the process. To handle the relative vast scatter in the welding process 

itself it is needed to have tight requirements in the development of the welding 

procedure. It is, however, not realistic to always fulfil these tough requirements. 

Thus, it can be necessary to have less strict requirements for the quality control 

and weld audits to be able to produce products with an acceptable failure rate. 

Finally a strategy is needed for repairing rejected welds. As an example, it is 

recommended to specify the leg length individually, in Paper E, since they are a 

better indirect measure of the weld penetration than the throat size. If, however, 

these leg length requirements are not fulfilled, it is not acceptable to adjust the 

indirect external measures to get an accepted weld. Instead, the weld must be 

repaired according to a third requirement to compensate for the lack of 

penetration.  
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 Impact on Production Cost 5.4

Welding is an essential process for most steel structures, and productivity 

improvements can reduce welding cost and increase productivity at current 

designs. However, the total production cost reduction will be quite small. To get 

a substantial cost reduction it is necessary to work cross-functional applying the 

new and best knowledge from the welding process to affect the design choices 

of the structures and the possibilities to reduce material cost with more 

lightweight structures. By applying the toolbox proposed in Paper B and using 

appropriate requirements there is a high potential to increase productivity, as 

described in Paper B and F. There is also potential to use improved welding 

procedures to a large extent and optimising the welded structure. Without 

design changes the maximum cost reduction, using optimised welding and weld 

requirements, is around 10 % but with design changes and weight reductions 

there is larger potential to reduce the material cost and double the savings. The 

potential is greater if the improved fatigue properties of the welds are used to 

reduce the plate thicknesses and reduce the weight. Theoretically, a weld with a 

doubled fatigue life can carry 25 % higher load enabling a plate thickness and 

weight reduction of 25 % (Jonsson et al., 2011). The potential might be higher 

since thinner plates give a more beneficial stress flow in the structure, with 

lower stress concentrations. In these cases, the saving potential is much greater, 

which can be seen in Figure 29 where the material cost is accountable for 50 % 

of the total cost.  

 

Figure 29: Distribution of cost and the ability to change cost in different processes 
(Wahba, 2010). 
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 Variation 5.5

Variation is fluctuation in the output of a process. All manufacturing and 

measurement processes display variation; in people, equipment, processes and 

products.  

In welding, there are several examples where adaptation is made to the worst 

case without considering variation, e.g. defining a minimum throat thickness. 

This leads to a motivation towards over-processing in the welding operation, 

getting the resulting output above the minimum limit without taking the 

variation into account. Most other processes within the industry have clear 

tolerances with a minimum and maximum value making it natural to reduce 

variation of the process to fulfil the requirements within the tolerances. 

The key to reaching cost savings is to reduce the variation. Variation is present 

in every production step and is accumulated in the process, resulting in an over-

welding close to 50 %, as described in paper F. What also should be considered 

is that the variation is included in the design rules and that it is possible to 

increase the utilisation of the welds without increasing the average quality. 

The approach for improvements should be to reduce the variation of the 

materials to the structures and to focus on the tack welding process. This will 

give welding robots predictable conditions and ability to produce good welds 

without large safety margins. It will reduce the need for repairs and enable an 

increased level of standardised work, a predictable tact time and a possibility to 

work with levelling in the production flow.  

The design FAT-values are very much dependent to the variation, and a reduced 

variation gives room for an increased load, without increasing the risk of 

failures. This can be seen in Paper C were the undercuts reduced the scatter in 

fatigue strength and the samples showed excellent fatigue properties, 

considering the load conditions. If we assume that we could have achieved the 

same radius without undercuts, it could result in better properties of the single 

weld but considering the standard deviation e.g. mean value, µ, minus 2 times 

the standard deviation, σ, (µ -2σ) the results are probably much lower. 

Undercuts have been seen as a defect, but if they exist and are smooth with a 

radius over 1 mm, it will lead to foreseeable fatigue properties. 

The weld requirements and the welding procedures should contribute to a 

reduced variation. If a penetration of minimum 2 mm is specified, we can see in 

Table 3 in Paper E that the probability for non-conformance is between 0 and 

20 %. The leg length requirements result in slightly deeper penetration, but they 

also contribute to a reduced scatter in the output from the process. The reduced 
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scatter can be utilised in the analysis and reduce the safety margins without 

increasing the risk of failures, an inexpensive way to increase the load capacity 

of a structure. 

 Summary of the Research Results 5.6

To develop welding procedures, making them better, more cost efficient for 

fatigue loaded structures a deep knowledge about load conditions, fatigue, and 

the welding process, is required. For utilisation of the improved welding 

procedures, suitable weld requirements are needed, requirements which 

encourage good welding procedures and reject welds with inappropriate fatigue 

properties.  

The research shows a potential for a doubled fatigue life of fillet welds where 

the critical spot is located at the weld root or at the weld toe. The welding 

procedures are then adapted to reduce the maximum stress concentration of the 

weld. 

For welds with a critical weld toe, a large weld toe radius is the most important 

factor, but the effect of a large radius is easily damaged by defects in the weld 

toe. For fillet welds with a critical weld root, the target of the welding is to 

reduce the unfused root crack. A reduction of the built-in root crack gives 

improved fatigue properties by reduced stress concentration, reduced crack 

propagation speed and a longer propagation to failure. The purpose is to 

enhance the penetration of the fillet weld, which is achieved by a high current 

(>400 A) and a changed position of the torch aiming for deep penetration. The 

target is to minimise the root crack instead of producing isosceles fillet welds of 

a certain size. 

The next step is to make sure the requirements and tolerance limits of the weld 

support the optimised welding process. The most fundamental demand is that 

the optimised weld is accepted but also to reject welds with damaging 

properties. The requirements should be able to distinguish between welds with 

poor fatigue properties from welds with good properties. The separation of bad 

and good welds can give vast improvements, first of all, the welder and quality 

personal can trust the requirements, which is important. At the same time, is the 

variation of the output reduced, the likelihood of accepted welds in 

inappropriate fatigue properties can be reduced three times (Paper E). The 

combination of improved average and reduced variation, with new requirements 

based on the leg lengths, are appealing from a design point of view and can 

contribute to reduced weight of welded structures. 
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Similar results can be seen in the undercut study in Paper C, the samples show 

excellent fatigue life properties and the variation is very small compared to what 

normally is observed in fatigue testing of welds. The theory is that undercuts 

makes it easier to achieve a larger radius (2-3 mm), and reduces the risk for 

defects like cold laps at the weld toe. The undercuts themselves do not 

contribute to improved fatigue properties, but it is a useful factor to get and 

control good fatigue properties, with a low variation.  

To get, and keep the right focus regarding the welding process, it is essential 

only to have the necessary requirements in critical areas and to loosen the 

requirement in areas with lower stress. Even the most essential requirements can 

be ignored if they are unclear and impossible to control visually. Cold laps and 

lack of penetration are almost impossible to monitor visually and are then likely 

to be overlooked in comparison to less significant requirements which are more 

visual. To support penetration requirements with leg length requirements and 

specify undercuts as a way to avoid cold laps is an approach to reduce variation 

in the process and in fatigue properties. In a similar way, it could be astute to 

specify weld toe requirements with, e.g., a radius larger than 1 mm and an 

undercut between 0.1 and 0.8 mm and nothing more, for a certain weld quality 

level. 

New weld requirements should be used together with the proposed toolbox 

presented in Paper B. The most common fillet weld of today is not optimised, 

either strength or cost. Instead, the welds are produced according to good 

workmanship which mainly prioritises the visual appearance of the weld. The 

correlation between appearance and fatigue life is weak, and the appearance 

contributes together to the variation of the whole welding process from plate to 

quality control to a vast over-processing. Studies presented in Paper F show that 

the weld shops of today weld around 40 % more than is specified on the 

drawings. The key to reducing this over-processing is to work with reduced 

variation and standardised work. Combined with new tailored welding 

requirements were almost 30 % of the welding could be removed. In total can 

therefore, about half of the welding could be eliminated. This could or should 

not be done in a hurry, but it shows a great potential in further optimisation of 

the welding process and the weld requirements. A good rule could be that all 

welding should add value to the product and welds, repairs and oversized welds 

which not add value/strength to the structure should not be done. It might be 

seen as an obvious task but to have the knowledge to create processes which 

support the rule in every step of the process is very difficult. 

The same weld throat thickness is often used generally to the structure, 

independent of the stress level in the individual weld or the stress distribution 

over the weld length. The weld can then be compared to a chain, with links in 
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different sizes with a few weak links and many oversized links. By identifying 
the weak links and replacing them with stronger, the performance of the chain is 
upgraded. Size reduction of the links which obviously are oversized can reduce 
cost and weight of the chain without reducing the total strength. This potential 
for improvement is visualised in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Illustration of welds fatigue life, showing the potential for both increased 
strength and reduced cost.

This way of working gives a slightly higher workload in the design and analysis 
process when developing a drawing but gives a significant potential for 
improvements in the production process. The challenge and possibility is to 
start producing welds with various quality levels adapted to the load conditions. 
Typically 5 % of the weld length could be produced with an optimised weld toe, 
35 % with an optimised weld root and 60 % with a lower quality class than 
today enabling a higher production rate. The welding cost/time can be reduced 
by 20-30 % giving a potential to produce 25-43 % more parts in welds shops 
without any investments. The cost reduction contribution from production 
technology is around 10 %, with a potential for a larger cost reduction using the 
higher production rate.  

The identified potential in this research indicates the possibility to at least 
double the fatigue life of a fillet weld. The improved fatigue properties can also 
be used to allow a 25 % higher stress levels in the welds, which in the cases 
where the fillet welds are critical, result in a weight reduction of at least 25 %. 
For fillet welds with a critical root, the unfused root crack becomes smaller with 
a reduced plate thickness increasing the improvement. 

It is not possible to improve everything simultaneously since there is a trade-off 
between an increased load, reduced weight and a reduction in welding time. 
Different welding industries may have different needs and can choose of how to 
improve their welding based on these results. Cost, load or weight can be 
prioritised. 

Research Discussion5.7

In this research work, new theories have been created from existing knowledge, 
experience and literature. The theories have then been tested by experiments. 
The research is a continuation of the research performed, mostly in the Nordic 
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countries during the last decades. The difference from the earlier research and 

the work presented in this thesis is the starting point, with a perspective from 

the welding and the production process instead from the fatigue properties and 

design rules. 

I have, as an industrial Ph.D. student, a strong motivation to create knowledge, 

methods, and principles which can be used in industry. This has certainly 

influenced the research focus and the holistic view which is reflected in the 

research presented in this thesis. The starting point and the task were given to 

develop welding procedures for high-quality welds enabling weight reduction. 

During the research work, it became apparent that this is not enough. Plans 

must also be made on how to use the improvement in the design work. Which 

welding standard requirements will give the wanted properties of a weld. 

Requirements should be specified and described in a way which the welder can 

relate to, and adapt the process towards. For quality control, it is essential that 

welders can fulfil the requirements and increase the relevance of the assessment. 

There must be a high probability that a rejected weld is inappropriate, and an 

accepted weld is appropriate from a fatigue strength perspective. 

The quality and repeatability of the major principles for improving the fatigue 

properties with smooth undercuts and leg deviations are verified in several 

studies. To define the effect of smooth undercuts at a lower stress ratio and in 

HSS more studies are needed and plans are already initiated by other researchers 

to evaluate this.  

The problem and challenge is to scale conclusions from test samples up to a 

system level of a real product and to define the impact related to load 

conditions, service life or fabrication cost. It cannot be tested and measured 

within the research, and some assumptions have been made. The assumptions 

are not scientific but are done according to the best knowledge of the author 

and described according to the best ability of ditto. As an example, it is known 

from the research that at least 40 % more filler metal are used than what 

nominally is specified on the drawing. It has also been found almost 30 % of 

what is specified can be removed. It means that of 100 % specified; it is possible 

to weld just 70 %, but most often is at least 140 % welded. This is due to safety 

margins and a significant variation in the welding process. Theoretically in a 

perfect state, we can remove half of the welding, and it is still good enough. If it 

is possible to make the change, in reality without increasing the risk of failure is 

tough to define. To get more precise digits in the transformation from test-

pieces would require substantial research studies over a long time which is hard 

to do. On the other side the position as a researcher in the industry has given 

the possibility to at least make assumptions of the improvement potential, which 

would be much more difficult for an academic researcher.  
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In industries which are heavily influenced by standards such as the welding 

industry, there is a risk for a widening gap between academic research including 

IIW and industry following best practice as implemented in industry. 

Standardisation work is a slow process and as of today, design guidelines are 

missing for high-quality welds with consideration to fatigue. Most research 

within the field of welding and fatigue aim at more novel improvement 

methods. Possibly, the widening gap pushes the welding industry to more 

expensive post weld treatment methods, instead of just using the fatigue 

properties of a high-quality weld. This development prohibits the development 

of high-quality welds and the introduction of more high-strength steels in the 

heavy welding industry. 
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6 Conclusions and Future perspective 

To create a framework for efficient fabrication of welded structures subjected to 

fatigue it is necessary to pass the following steps which also are the answers to 

the RQ1: 

 Identify critical points of the welds which set the fatigue life of the 

welded structure. 

 Develop welding procedures to optimise the fatigue properties of the 

weld in relation to the load conditions. This means improved properties 

at the weld toe or at the weld root. 

 Define appropriate weld requirements which contribute to a high focus 

on critical characteristics, merging best knowledge of the welding 

process, fatigue properties and the weld requirements. 

 Set design rules for the improved welding procedures to connect the 

expected fatigue properties of the weld and the design limits.  

 Use the new requirements and design guideline to design structures 

which are optimised for both cost and fatigue.  

If designers set customised requirements of the welds and the welders are able 

to produce welds at several quality levels there it at least a theoretical potential 

for the following improvements which also answer to the RQ2: 

 Doubled fatigue life or reduced weight with 25 %. 

 Reduced welding time with 20-30 % and a potential to produce up 

40 % more. 

For the future development of the GMAW, the general purpose welding 

procedures will be replaced with dedicated welding procedures to improve e.g. 

the fatigue strength or reduce the welding cost. There is an emerging need to 

study and update the design rules for high-quality welds to use the improved 

fatigue properties of the welds in the design of steel structures, enabling higher 

loads or reduced weight.  

The challenge is to merge the best knowledge of the fatigue properties and the 

welding process to create new welding standards and weld requirements. The 

requirements should separate proper welds from unsuitable welds from a fatigue 

point of view and encourage the welders to weld according to best practice for 

the specified purpose of the weld. The scatter in the output should be limited, 
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and it should be possible to judge most requirements on the shop floor if they 

should be considered during welding.  

Some potential changes for the future are that the throat size will be replaced by 

individual leg length requirement which makes it easier to adopt the welding 

procedures according to the load conditions. It will give an indirect control of 

the weld penetration, which is hard to control otherwise. Requirements with a 

small influence of the weld’s performance should be removed. Possibly should 

significant requirements which cannot be measured also be replaced with other 

requirements which indirectly can give the wanted properties. Another example 

of changes for the future is to specify welds with a smooth undercut for the 

critical weld toe. This secure that no cold-laps are present at the weld toe and 

the need for controlling the cold laps, which could spoil the fatigue properties of 

the weld toe are gone. The stress concentration is moved from the weld toe 

where it is a high probability for defects to the bottom of the undercut where 

there is a low likelihood of defects. These changes will increase the mean fatigue 

strength and reduce the variation.  

A general aim related to GMAW of heavy structures is to reduce variation in the 

production process, resulting in predictable fatigue properties with increased 

accuracy of the design and analysis. It means also that the safety margins against 

failure can be reduced without increasing the risk of failures. Reduced variation 

in the process also gives higher possibilities to standardise the welding process, 

enable a paced line production of welded structures.   
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A Framework for optimised welding 
of fatigue loaded structures

Welds are the weak link of a fatigue loaded welded structure prohibiting the develop-
ment of lighter structures and the usage of high-strength steels. It can partly be related 
to the historical development of welding procedures for a static load with a specified 
cross section area. Even if the knowledge of fatigue and the possibilities with e.g. FEM 
have been improved massively during the last 30 years, the welding procedures or weld-
ing requirements have barely changed. 
This research sets a framework for the welding industry to reach a more contemporary 
state where the best knowledge of fatigue and the load conditions is used to produce 
welds optimised for the purpose of the weld. 
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